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QUOTATION PAGE 

"Caus michtilie the warlie nottes breike 
On Heilands pipes, Scottes, and Hybernicke." 

II
 
[Cause mightily the warlike notes break
 

On Highland pipes, Scots (Lowland pipes),
 
and Irish (pipes)]
 

Alexander Hume 
(1598)III 

• The following snippet appeared in The Philadelphia Inquirer, February 16, 1991: 

" ...Communism is like bagpipes, only even worse. A mother once asked Sir Thomas Beecham,the British 

• 

conductor, what instrument -violin? trombone? - her son should take up. She said she was worried about 
the possible wear and tear on family nerves from her son's first efforts. Sir Thomas recommended bagpipes: 
they sound exactly the same when you have mastered them as when you first begin learning them." 

Miscellany: 

"There are no good reeds. We just learn to play the bad ones." 
- Tim Britton 

"Moses was certainly a piper, for he was found among the reeds." 
- Anonomyous 

"A wedding without a bagpipe is like a funeral." 
- Bulgarian Saying 

"It is better to playa simple tune well than a difficult one poorly." 
? 

A SCQts 

"Catchpenny Print" of "A Scots Entertainment" published c. 1780 by Bowles and Carver, London. Notice 
the garb and the long chanter! Sent in by W. Richmond Johnston, Accord, New York. 
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FROM THE EDITOR 

We are pleased to bring you Journal Number 3 of the North American Association of Lowland and 
Border Pipers! This issue represents a slight, but hopefully intriguing departure from the previous two is~ues. 
In the tune section we have included more melodies from the English and Welsh dance repertoire, a recently 
composed jig, and more tunes for the Pastoral pipes. We have several articles in reprint, one from John 
Addison on the Lincolnshire bagpipes, a short note from Denny Hall on Early Union pipes, and (as promised 
in Issue #2) selected pages from Geoghegan's Tutor for the Pastoral or New S,gpipe (c.1746). I have also 
prepared an article which, in addition to historical aspects of pipes, anticipates their use in diverse contexts 
such as Maypole, Morris, and Welsh dancing - ethnic activities which now enjoy a broad base in North 
America. 

Since the last issue, I found an additional reference to Lowland town pipers, in Grattan Flood's, The StON 
of the Bagpipe, (1911), page 67, which I'd like to share: -With reference to the burgh or town pipers, whose 
office was, as a general rule, hereditary, Mr. Glen writes as follows: - 'About springtime and harvest-the town 
pipers were wont to make a tour through their respective districts. Their music and tales paid their 
entertainments, and they were usually gratified with a donation of seed corn. They received a livery and a 
small salary from the burgh; and, in some towns, were allotted a small piece of land, which was called the 
piper's croft. The office, through some unaccountable decadence of taste, was gradually abolished:-

Mr. Flood adds a footnote of historical interest, namely that one Fergus Neilson was appointed -toune 
pyper- of the burgh of Kircudbright for one year, starting December 2, 1601. Flood then indicates that 
towards the end of the 17th century, the Highland clans also adopted a policy of retaining pipers. 

In this issue we include the up-to-the-minute membership list but have omitted the discography, list of 
pipe makers, suppliers, and references. For the geographically minded, and with thanks to Robbie Greensitt 
(proprietor of Heriot and Allan) we have corrected the names of two of the towns shown on our map in the 
inside cover. He writes, - ...it should be Newcastle upon Tyne (without hyphens) and Berwick-upon-Tweed 
(with hyphens). The 'upon' indicates that the town or city is north of the river; 'below' means that it is south 
of the river; and 'on' means both sides of the river. - Our cartographer (Brian) didn't realize this, as his 
original maps were made in the U.S.A. and showed that the urban sprawl of these two cities reaches both 
sides of their respective rivers, hence the labels he assigned on the map inside the covers of Issues 1 and 
2! However, we now stand corrected (we hope) and trust you will enjoy and utilize this issue of the Journal. 

Just remember, whatever happens, keep playing your pipesl 
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COMMENTARY by A Few Smallpipers 

LOWLAND AND SMALLPIPE SCRIPTURES AHEAD? 

The term classical is a confusing one because it has so many different meanings, but as a label in a 
musical context it has come to mean that which is not folk, jazz, rock, or other popular music forms. To 
enthusiasts of Highland culture (and no doubt to the confusion of the Sir Thomas Beecham crowd) the term 
has come to apply to Piobroachd, the Highland piping art that is so distinct from other forms of Scottish 
piping. To the Highlander the very word conjures a mystical image of the MacCrimmons of Skye, perched 
on the crags of their time-honored past, fingering their sad laments in the style handed down over the 
generations through a vocal script known as Cannteareachd. From the development of the theme, or Urlar, 
to the variations, and then to the return to the theme, Piobroachd embodies the spirit of classicalism - "with 
emphasis on purity, objectivity, and proportion and conforming to a pattern of usage sanctioned by a body 
of literature [or Cannteareach, as the case may be]." With its ill arsenal of techniques, themes, and 
variations Piobroachd and its repertoire lie beyond the realm of folk-piping, into the realm of classical piping. 
As a complete classical work, the Piobroachd is quite a thing to behold, and ~ relationship to the Urlar brings 
to mind the way Pachelbel's "Canon" relates to the "Welsh Ground". 

Having said this, we can appreciate the value of adjudication in Piobroachd, since by its classical 
definition a high standard of playing is required (at least as high as that of the MacCrimmons) to faithfully 
reproduce the perfected work. Is it fair, however, to apply the same criteria to other piping forms, namely 
the CeoI Beg (and worse, to Lowland and smallpiping)? 

While it is true that two or more Highland pipers playing together ought be of comparable skill and should 
agree on the settings and style, it is also true that the settings they choose to reproduce and their style of 
execution are not the end-all. In many instances they play medleys of tunes based on "standard" settings 
found in tomes originally produced for the benefit of the Crown's Highland regiments (if you play for the 
Queen, it should sound like itl). A positive result of this is that Highland pipers the world over "speak" a 
common language and share a common repertoire. But this is outweighed by the large number of well-garbed 
clones who are functionally illiterate regarding music, not to mention their ignorance of Scottish culture. It 
is a shame that many of those who play the loudest, most ostentatious acoustical instrument in the western 
world are unaware of its versatility, historical role, or origin. 

Worse yet, some of these individuals believe that because they possess a room full of medals they are 
somehow musically significant, yet they couldn't tell a piano player that although their music is written in 
a C-scale, it actually falls on a modal B-flat scale. They are unaware of the reasons for cross-fingering and 
are oblivious to the fact that, like the clarinet, they playa "transposing" instrument. They treat their practice 
chanters like garbage and often don't (know how to) tune them. They don't seem to know or care that their 
"traditional" repertoire is comprised of Lowland, English, Irish, as well as Highland tunes. At one time, many 
of these tunes enjoyed a full compliment of lyrics - making them songs. 

••
We wonder how many Highland pipers actually care about these things, but you see, this is the problem: 

the piping world is a whole lot larger and more diverse than that represented by the Highland piping 
community, yet it finds itself having to tolerate the criticisms of so many unqualified loudmouths. That 
community could benefit from a bit of humility and tolerance, for the prevailing attitude among Highland 
pipers appears to be that other pipe forms are inferior to theirs. To some the title "Great (Large)" Highland 
pipe is confused with "Great (The Best)" Highland pipe. 

•
All too often today's Ceol Beg performances (solo, band, etc) amount to technicians executing musical 

•
settings that were standardized half a century ago, offering an illusion of a "traditional" classical music. The 
players not only revere these settings, they insist on ranking players through competition, in yet another 
illusion combining sand-box politics with notions of "traditionalism". How many times have we heard, after 
an excellent performance, something like "he missed the last grip in the second part" or "that's not the 
correct setting" or a groan of disapproval when vibrato is used. Those who don't conform are ignored or 
waved away. A far more meaningful goal of competition would be in determining rank within a pipeband. 

•
II 
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If you've read this far, then you may expect what's coming. Among Scots smallpipers in North America, 
many are also Highland pipers, which is logical since both are Scottish instruments. One result is that there 
are now alot otexcellent smallpipers; the smallpipes are a pleasant indoor alternative to the practice chanter. 
The trouble is, some can't shake their indoctrination, their standard settings - their scriptures. 

And so we hear that they want to hold competitions! We feel that Lowland and Scots smallpiping needs 
no legitimacy beyond its own survival and ability to communicate music. There is no "tradition" of 
competition for the instrument, and each player "of auld" was an independent - the tradition seems to have 
been: make your own! And who would judge such a competition? - the audience?1 Besides, we know of 
at least three fingering/gracing systems that work well on the smallpipes - is an ·open· Highland J)layer or 
judge gualified to judge a performance graced by, say, picotage techniques? 

Holding Highland-style competitions for an instrument that many Highland pipers laughed at a few years 
ago seems hypocritical and has no other purpose than to establish yet another crowd of elitists, intolerant 
of those who would play in the folk, Lowland, or whatever idiom. We suggest that miYl-eonscious pipers 
take up the Highland pipe, for within its community the mechanism for 'greatness' seems to already be well 
in place! Adieu to scriptures! 

Let PUPPY's bark. and Afses bray.
Each Do . and Cur, wilL have hIs da , 

Published by Julian Goodacre. Edinburgh 
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LETTERS
 

More Recordinas and References 

Dear Brian: 

I received my first issue of the NAALBP Joumallast night with great 
-

delight... I 
can't wait for the next. Great job! 

Here are some other recordings to add to your discography: 

Kathryn Tickell "On Kielder Side" 1984 Border Keep Northumbrian 
Also USA: Musical Heritage Society MHS 11235T 

Kathryn Tickell "Common Ground" ? Black Crow BC 220 Northumbrian 
Alastair Anderson "Traditional Tunes" 1976 Front Hall FIffi08 Northumbrian 
Alastair Anderson "Dookin' for Apples"? 
Alastair Anderson "Steel Skies" ? 
Alastair Anderson "The Grand Chain" ? 

Front Hall FHR020 Northumbrian 
Flying Fish FF 288 Northumbrian 
Black Crow BC 216 Northumbrian 

And some tune books to add to your list: 

.Peacock's Tunes by John Peacock 
Northumberland Piper's Tune Books (Vol 1-3) by Northumbrian Pipers Society 
Bewick's Pipe Tunes arranged by Matthew Seattle 
Charlton Memorial Tune Book published by the Northumbrian Pipers Society 
Northumbrian Piper's Duet Book by Neil Smith 

Here's another instruction book: 
Fenwick, J. W., Instruction Book for the Northumbrian Small-pipes, 
Newcastle, 1931 

Add these books to your list: 

Reed Making Pamnhlet by George Wallace 
The Heriot and Allan Pipers' Handbook by guess who 
The Piper's Despair by D. M. Quinn, 1980 (reedmaking for Northumbrian and 
Uillean pipes) 

I've also enclosed a photocopy of a brochure on the Morpeth Chantry (Bagpipe 
Museum). Have any members gone who can give us a first hand account? 

Keep up the good work! 
Sincerely, 

G~
 
Gordie Peters 

221 Lancaster Street 
Albany, NY 12210 
March 15, 1991 
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LETTERS (CONTINUED) 

For the Record 

We the undersigned are aware of three rare recordings made in the late 1960's featuring the music of 
the Scots smallpipes, Lowland pipes, and Chamber pipes. The first is a tape made around 1969 by John 
Scott, formerly of the Detroit Highlanders pipe band. It is a collection of tunes played on a set of smallpipes 
in A, with verbal descriptions of the tunes and the pipes. The tape was made by Mr. Scott for Alex MacNeill, 
son of the 'blind piper' Archie MacNeill, who Mr. Scott asserts was also a player of the smallpipes. Among 
many other interesting comments made by Mr. Scott was the following: 

"When you play these small pipes here, you develop, just as product of the instrument, some real 
different ways of fingering that you're not used to doing on the big pipes. But...the two are the same thing 
really because the chanter is just a practice chanter." 

The second tape was produced by the Clan Hannay Society in 1969 and features Dr. David Hannay of 
Sorbie playing a bellows-blown Lowland pipe, sometimes to the accompaniment of the piano. The tape was 
collected by Alvan and Jean Donnan in the early 1970's while on a trip to Wigtonshire; they had the 
priviledge of visiting the Hannay household and hearing Dr. Hannay play the Lowland pipes on several 
occasions in the early 70's. The third tape was recorded by Sam Grier in the late 1960's and saw very limited 
distribution, but is a collection of Highland, Hebridean, and original tunes played on the Scots smallpipes and 
Reel, or Chamber pipes - with chanter-style regulators with beeswax "fipples" or stops. 

Here's a very nice find - a recently printed tune book entitled The Morpeth Rant, compiled by Matt Seattle 
(Dragonfly Music, 1990) shows a promotional poster for a concert and dance - "Dancing to pipes and 
Fiddles" - from May 27, 1938. The appended programme lists two players of the half-long pipes, G. Johnson 
and A. Gibb. Is that enticing, or what? 

We should next like to comment on an assertion made in the recent and widely circulated book by R. D. 
Cannon called The Highland Bagpipe (John Donald Publishers Ltd., Edinburgh, 1988) which reads: 

" ...but a recent modern development is a Northumbrian pipe with a Scottish-style chanter, pitched in D, a 
fourth higher than the standard practice chanter. Invented by Colin Ross, the Northumbrian pipe maker, it 
has been taken up by some members of the Lowland Pipers' Society. The chanter can be fingered in the 
Scottish fashion, and the sound is distinctively attractive." 

Are we to believe that Mr. Ross invented the Scottish smallpipe? Our information, via Alan Jones, is' that 
Mr. Ross measured pipes located in various museums and proceeded from these measurements. Plenty of 
early smallpipes exist, and we point out just a few: In Cocks and Bryan's book, The NQrthumbrian Bagpipe 
(Northumbrian Pipers' Society, 1967) there are plans for an Qpen ended chanter pitched in F which could be 
used with the shuttle drone Qr the IQng drQnes indicated Qn the page atter. Further, there is a splendid 
phQtQgraph Qf a SCQttish smallpipe in Ancient EurQpean Musical Instruments (Harvard University Press, 1941, 
Plate IV, #104) which cQntains phQtographs and descriptiQns of instruments hQused at the BQstQn Museum 
of Fine Arts. A phQtQgraph Qf the instrument is shQwn belQw. The descriptiQn Qf the instrument is as 
follows (page 93): 

, 
"LQwland Bagpipe - SCQtland, 19th Century. Chanter and three drQnes. Leather bag covered with green 

woolen cloth, fringe Qn edges. Three stQcks, silver tipes. Drones Qf different lengths, cQnQidal bQres of very 
small taper; silver and ivory tips. Chanter with cylindrical bQre; seven finger-hQles in the front, a thumb-hole 
in the rear. Bellows, length (bag and chanter), 74 cm. Drones, shQrt, bQre, 4(3) mm; length, min.,17.3 cm; 
medium, bQre, 4(3) mm; length, min., 24 cm; IQng, bore 5(3) mm, length, min., 34.3 cm. Chanter, bQre, 3.5 
mm; length, 19.5 cm. All lengths Qf pipes given without reeds. 

"The Lowland bagpipe is a smaller Highland bagpipe inflated bellows. It is used mostly for dancing. As the 
name indicates, it is the instrument Qf the SCQttish LQwlands. The drones are held either acrQSS the right arm 
or the right thigh, depending Qn whether the player stands Qr sits while playing. The scale of the chanter 
is the same as that Qf the Highland bagpipe. The sQund Qf the LQwland bagpipe is less strident." 
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LETTERS (CONTINUED) 
Further along this subject, Julian Goodacre wrote in recently and said he would be measuring the oldest set 
of Scottish smallpipes known - inscribed with the date 1757. A complete write-up by Hugh Cheape on this 
set appeared in the Common Stock (Vol 4, No.1, 1989, p.51. Finally, may we refer the reader to the set 
described by Alan Jones in the Journal of the N.A.A.L.B.P. (No.2, 1991), which was made in the late 
18th/early 19th century and plays in C. How did Dr. Cannon miss all of this? 

Lowland Smallpipe residing (as of 1941 I in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. 

Brian McCandless 
Sam Grier 

Pastoral Piper in its Musical Context 

Can anyone identify this picture? It was featured on the cover of an issue of "The Musical Heritage 
Society" catalogue and appears to be of 19th century vintage. At first glance, one is tempted to say that 
the seated elderly gentleman is playing a set of Uillean pipes, but take notice of the chanter! It is extremely 
long, showing a foot joint, and there is a hint of a slightly flared sole. Also note that there are only two 
drones. This must certainly be a Pastoral pipe. Please feel free to offer your opinions or other information 
regarding this rare and wonderful picture to me or to the editor of the Journal. 

Mike MacNintch 
20 Pepperidge Trail 
Old Saybrook, Connecticut 
06475 



GEOGHEGAN'S TUTOR 

At last, and as promised, we are reproducing the tutor section of John Geoghegan's Compleat Tutor for 
the Pastoral or New Bagpipe. This copy came into the possession of the Editor through Alan Jones, who 
obtained it through the Irish Pipers' Club in Seattle. This is a copy of a copy of a copy of the 'Simpson 
Edition' which was published c.1746. We have endeavored to enhance the lettering and to remove 
distracting photocopy marks. For ease of reading, we left the Tutor at the size we received it, and so to fit 
it we mounted it sideways in the Journal. The spiral binding will allow you to lay it neatly flat to examine 
it. In addition to the Tutor, we have added just a few remarks and a Table of Contents, which is lacking from 
our copy. Although we have already republished a couple of tunes from the Tutor in Journal #1, we do plan 
to republish all of the tunes, as they originally appeared, in a future issue. 
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Contents of Geoghegan's Tutor - John Simpson Edition 

Contents 

Preface 
A Treatise on the Bagpipe 
The Manner of Tuneing [sic] 
An Explanation of the First Scale 
Of the Flats and Sharps 
Of the Cadences or Shakes 
... first Curl is Prick'd in Music 
Of Pricks, Rests, and Pauses in Musick 
Of Tyed Notes 

A Scotch Measure 
Whip Her and Gird Her 
A Charming Nun to a Fryar Came 
Tweedside 
Dying Swan 
Gahagan's Frisk 
The Mamina 
A Minuet 
The Red Lyon Hornpipe 
The Mayjor 
Ravencroft's Fancy 
A Highland Rant 
New York, a hornpipe 
The Lass of Levinstone 
A Bagpipe Concerto called 
The Banle of Aughrim, or Football Match 
Can Love be Controlled 
At the Brow of a Hill 
A Scotch Measure 
A Scotch Air 
The Humours of Westmeath 
Blab not what you ought to Smother 
By Men Belov'd 
Dan Gay 
Blind Paddy's Fancy 
Chark's Hornpipe 
New Mile End Fair 
Thump the Bitches 
The Chocolate Pot 
With Early Horn 
Let Me Wander 
Fly Swiftly Ye Minutes 
Cat's a Monkey, or Sleg's Hornpipe 
The King's Head 
Six and Sevens 
Welsh Fair 
Castle Bar 
A Hornpipe by Mr. Lawrence 
Drunken Peasant 
Middle Row Harlequin 
Portsmouth Harbour 
Paddington Pound 
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.,j~ plac'd' .·with "theFIDgers '£~lfar in DD the :bolea of the In('t,rume';t'~. ~ill be (onvenj'~ 

. "'~Dt for 'the :J.Htle FiDs~r to reu'h the lo,,'el' h(?le '. Tbefixing this lnftrunlent' t(\ the . . . 
:lIody ,fo as 'to give Wind to i~ whereby-, the f"ouad, ia perfo.rDl'd. I fearce havE' 

. 

O,("C'afion. 

;~to . dt"fcribe' the Xqowled,e of that bE'ill' to earily' hac', however fince this Inftru,rnent 
. ! :!nay by the Scale a~w, madf' to learll it 'by: bf'com~ '~orf' ~niverfal. D('t only ill this 

I-' :! bot <,ther, Nations ,'I fhall herein dercribe' it, with the :,rf'att.'ft '~xactDers I alii C'apable of.w 
I. ..; .',,.' " 
: ~be Ht"llawl"has always ill StT.n-p or ·B.e~t· ..fi~'d to it, which is, ~o . b'e buelh,d rclun.d ~he:' 

Body. lee.ping the. Bellows on ODe tide!' 'coaveaiellt .for the !\rm to blow it with. but ., 
. 'it DlUrt b.e obferv'd that 'the '''aDd the I;..~arne,~ '~ccurtoms .himfelf to, hoid. ~Il tlle lower 
I' • . . '.. . . .. ,Part ·of the ,(~hantei'. that is the .Arm he mart blow with holding the' Hag tlnd~r. the.
I,-Gther' Arm and th.. 1)roncs o~er' thl! Arm witll wbjdl he' blnws,or if fi~ting.(1I1h'fs'Kn("~.
: , ". -.- , ":- .. ." .... .. . 

;~ 'I\~hl'~~ is a ,Ribbon a!~a11 fb:d .to oue ,~1Id of·,th~;. Bel.loW's "whi,eh is to be turn'''' O\"l'r , 
.the ~Ih(\w, al\,d Thul11b. there ja'likewlfe a' I'ma1l :Pipe 'tyed to the Bag. the Top' of ;whiC'h 
.i~' to be ,fix'd into tht". M()ath o'f the 'lll-Unws in order' ~o· c~nvei thf' ,\ViDd: into t1~c Cft:."' 

, ' '. :l~cr.. ~.Dd Uronr., AU this ,being' '~o,ne tl\~ ~ear.ner muft, obferve to ma\..e' thl' Ma.tion s 

;<:.:~~.·Jl~the A~~ite~lo~s:; ';i~1i ·a. ~~.uat :'a~~, 'r~~~d1."~~ pof~.iI~l~!r:· .';" .. ·····r.~':" 
. ...•:{ ~~"'. ". "':: .' '~, : I ~:-':"" ' : ' ' _'l'~ -: . ' " :;,,' ,,> ,., .,;' ::: '." ' -',,' . ,', 
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The Baf!i' (li' 10n'g"'ft'. J}rC'n~ .mutt be ftCl~t.Then fC'unding A1Rmir~ to the Tenor OT lefs 
'.. . 

eT. nTone. it nia)· be' ':fcTe-w'd inwa,Td or o\ltward till tlle found or it is ~qtJ a,I tCl A.thl'n. .; .. .;.;. . .. 
'(C'unding· tlu''Haf.. ('1' longeft Pipt.' it may be fcrew'd in tIre fam~ Malln~r till tbt.' found 

0'£ ,it is a.n .exact ()ct'av~ to the reft which may readily be 1»~rceivtd by. the fOllild of 

, ('_lch' l'ip.e ill;TN' in!) 'foa~' if tll1~Y 'Wt.'T~ (lDt" II. the fame N(lte. B~in, thus Marte,. rf. tUN-jng 

'" "wi'Jidjn~. thi,; lnftrumt'ut.l'lt· may prC'~ecd to tlJe fcaleol' Gamut or .11 th~ :Sotes .It~ .tr(' 

11I,'reafter ret· down • 

Scale or Galllu't 
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An Explication of the firft Scale • 

. In !!Iis. SC:lte th~ firet thin~ to h.e obferv'd is the Not~" C\f Mofick ~la('Ct on five paratel 

Linec; as ·m~.y be feE"ll in the upper "Part· of tlle Se~lle, and dift1nb uifh'd by·the proper 

N.tilie cf '·.Ie!! Note, feeolldly there. i3 a Table jwhicb fhews how to raife e~ch Note, t,'-lis. . 

has Righc ~al"etd Lin~5 .which repr~rellt .•the" Ei~ht hole~ of the CHanter. On thefe eight. ... 
Lilies may be teell :a 1ill~lber of Shlck .'Ild 'Vhi~E" Uot!' to fignif~ fach holes as are to• _.. J. 

IH" ftopt or ke:Jt ~pei1, th.e Black.fi.~nifyinh the hole~ lhat ar~ to be ftop!. ~e white ({~ch 

it.:' "l"~, to be ('1H'n, T'l~ high Notes or what are calt"~ pinch'd Notes 011 the Flute begin 

iii Eli&. which Dtuft be'raifCl by c1ofl"it~~ the Arro. fonle",rl,at mOTe'than in. fOIlUdhlg the 

othl'r Sote". 'fbe fhoft Note to be made 0.1 t.\is :In,ftrument i!\ C t which is done by bav 

iug ,,11 tl\l! h,',le:; p~rfect17 Ctopt w:tieh in the T~h1e Illay he f~en by obfervil1~ fo m.ulY 

hla-=k Dots Oil the Liale~ r.eprefeoting th<-, eight h~tes of th~ (~hanter. the D~~t is 1) 

'dli<-h i!l D1~r ... 'd in th~ Table with a ..-hite' not c,;i, the loweft, Line to fignify that the 

IC),,'l'r }'in~l"r .is to be 1'aifCl. The L.e'lrt!er muft h~e· Xotic.e- where there' is one Qr 

lI~or~ ',,-hite. Dqts either in the UPPP'f (H' )(H\-i.'r '}tart of tlt~ Table he m(frth~.,e fD 

many Jo'ingel"s ~il;r'd. th~ Lines of th:? T:thle wHi direct him what Fingers toT.ire ,or 

k~.el) c:("~n of l'hh ...·r of his 11 ...,ds. the- u~pcr l.iuo:.as and nota to flg"if,. the uppe.r 

h~IHI ;tnd the lower Lines the' lowt'r !I,md • 
...~ ..,. 

:,1'. 
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Of ·the"·:.~'lat:s and Sharps. 
~ . ! 

.:\'Sharp is a r"uuding of <&,N'a'tu'ral ,1'II~tc!' tft h4l1C a Nllt~ higher. a Flat it likewirc!' a f'lUlld 

ing.'a Kataral Not~' til ha:r a Note low~r. fo that the greater Part I)f the Notes beil1~ tbu!'> 
,	 divided int\J h.df Notes they are COmmnl1ly c .. ll'd Flats A Sharps, the former wher~or..r~ 

ufually mark'd thus ~. the othe~ thv.s.t. f\Jf the eafier explaining of which I h.lVe madl';' 
vhJl~ ~cate oC the Gamut afcending. wherein ..n thefe balf Notes are fet d'lwn with ,<I 

Tcahlf' .LS in the firft Scale fo Chew what lI'illgeu to raUe or keep ftopt ,'In thi~ SOlle 

it mu ft be 'obferv'd that o';er D fharp ~ the 'Note R. is maTko'd fl'lt , to fignify that th~y 
~U:~ hot,", pel'(orm'd in ~ne A tlH' r..me ,M,anuer. tikewif~ Alamire flat is perfllrm'd in tilt> 
(,une> ~I:Hwb~r with G rharp ... it murt be notie'd i..:.1 the S,r.aJt' • that over (~ fharp in ,y 
Place of A there is a l\I'Lfk thus ~ to rig.iCy that A flat is the fame with G- fha!"p .4 

Of thee,adences ,01" S!lake~. 

A Shake is 'all Agitation or l\lixt~re ~, tW\) fllands togetller which is p~rfllrJll'd by a qllk", 

Motion of the Finger, a: is commonly mark'd tIntS (fro) over the Nllte on wllich th~ ,Shake is 
to be made, the' fit'ft fhake on this Inrtrament is mad~ 1lJ1 Ela, which is doqe by a ;ruick 

iht~atillg ,lif'~e fiTft Finger of the lower hand a: holding the middle Finger flo'p't ~ all th€' 
}'ingt't's oC' 'the upper h.and , All the reft of the Shakes are done by a quick Moti\Jn of 
f}ach Finger as they gradaally .fcend or ·defcend • After having explain'd th~ l\(~,nnur 

• of Ulakin~ all the Notei a: Shakes:.~, It's now' requifite I Chould fay fllmething Ilr the 
~Graces that are abfolatel,.. neicefsar,.. to the, well playbg .th~~, Inftr,ament a p.irticularlY 
tLdapted to it', they are caU'd co-ding Notes. which is the pr~p~'rert ''Epitltet. cbuld be 
\ giveD 'em, the' S~tlnd \lr th~ni alm~rt- plai,tly: exprer§in',th~'W:ot'd, The firft & 

_....__... . _c ,	 __._
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C:hjc.1ert,-q~r1,:J. 1ierf~'rm,cl' by the little Fin,eT of:-.~·e low,er hand on the Chant.er ~~hlc'h 

is dOD~·);Y:~.'dbubling.t1ielittle-fingeT ,,~n th~ lo"'er hol~. t!lh Doable is cone by a ml\ve 
in·,\h.t" 'fiti:g~rt:o I: 'frc) on' the lower 'hole it peJ'forms the f\nlJ1d of t"'9u Cluitveors ~hicl, . 
Wht.·D~1 Ma'n is Mafter of ~oing I: playinG a ff'W T"n~!" he wilt b .. a'>1e to iive r~,"erHl t: l'a("c" 

tllflrt'with • ',' . 

The ·iol1~"'ing.E~aniplefhews h(~w this firft C~rl is prick'd inMu£'-" .·.:·m~ f33~~ 
, '	 ,.,) 

rnd!\o, Example '.is Dot to be' put in ~rac:tice tHltht" Learner is a'Jle to plav rome 
f.hniliar Ton~11: .1Inderf'tands the" l>ifference of Time :which h. "ere.fter e.x~lain'd. 

The Notes, tllf"h Nam~s. 'Somber and ~ro portlQ,n • 
Semf"reTe... M~Dalll," Cr(.tdH~t. QnaTeT. Semfqaa"eT, 

b4-9-=~~ §t I
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W11~r,'hy the Quantity of N"t~s .l!1d Rerts are directed by an eqaal 1\Ieartrre. anti 

,~ (:\Jmm"nly mark.·d. ~s in the fJ11.oW'in lY Example I 5' 1 ;
. ~ I _] I ·Ft=I 

...., ,...., ------..----.. ... - ... 

.... 
\0 

Iii .th.i~ "Mxampte may be ~br~rv'd th"t under each Reft· the N'.Jte is retrl')""ll to 

figuify that thE' R~ft is efjUett t". t~le Time (Jf fueh a Note as is ret lInd~r it. 

i Of.T.yed ~otes 

'Ty~(t ~lJt~s are ro mad~ by :t ftro'-.e dra~·nacr.~rs· the Ends of tlte Tails of two orm.)"..
 

Crotc'lcB. t\!ilJ tyed Cr"tchets a.re eqna!' to one Crotchet, a: donble .ty'd that is with
 

l tW~1 f~trol..cs drawnacrOr5 their Tails is e,qaal bt!t to a Qua\"cr • a: triple ty'd ~qual hut
 

to • St.>udqllaver, three Cl'otchets ringle t1'd aTe eqaal to three (Jnave~'s, if two cf' , ., " ' 

'I them bp. douhle ty d th,~y at'e equal to two a.aaverl , there tY'd Crotchets accordin:; t·) 

. the Nttmher \Jf Lil1~s .draWJlilCrofs th·eir Tails. are to _be play'd 'fl()wer ox quicker 

, • }4""'llT Example" , ~. . 

_f¥-f-L~~ ..
~
Itt muft be ()bfcrv'd that tllc~ ~br~eCt'oteh.. ts in thE' fir(t Bar of the foregoing Rxample 
; tlllIrt be play'd. in tht" f.tOlt' timt' clS ill pronoa.dng the W()rds', '0~e ,Two, Three. Tit" . 
. M inurn in the 24 Har to be hehl as l"ng in found a~ will anfwer the Time of tWt) Cr·'tr!!. 

·Iets.... th~ Nur.tv·d CfJtchets in th~ third BaT to.be play'd as Aaick. as wiH.anrwc·r~Ti!ll•• 
:of tW'o (~rlltc lll·t·~ 'unty'(l, In .the other E.x3mple wlFch is Dlark'~ f it mt.ft .~l' I)t.ft!'rv~ that 

'every Rilr j.;' to, lH! play'd in 'the tame Time!' wi~h the fjrft .In t~e 3~ IJJ.ar ~f t'H~.littt~r Ex
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am1>le. thtreo are liineo (""r,)tclH'ts d~uhleo tid, To eod.:"h Tr eo tlaeore ar~ thrf'e CTI)\c'he.ts ",·jib· a 
l}:tfh t1n:s~vl'r "il( h. tl1is i)~f1l is commonly '::flU'd a Slur ~. is to Cignify that. 'evl"ry ~"n~ C'f 
t\1of\' erotr'heU in die- 3~ Ihr is to be play'd as quick if pofsiLle as to inale- the tbTE't" .O'1e 

S.ound " aft> t'quaj to 't~T'et" Quavers. fuT' tlle bettt"T lInderftanding of whirll I {hall n<.'l~" -ret 
nown the MOlHt s of Tilllt" ,Thert' aT'e. two 'CoTH of Time. t (Yi%.) C"mml.>n • Tri1Jle·. CommonT1n't.: 
is IDu1..'d thu,; (~ • '" 1lluft br "Jay"d flo\>,' • ~T' thus ¢. to fhew a Cl.>llle",hat f.fter }l.loti\.'.n .,,. 

thu,; :po tJ dl'lHltt' a hrifk ~fl.>vement.Tri"h' Timt" is Dlar1..'d thus 3 til C~'l1ify a ,ravE' ::\f\>v(,' ... 
JH('nt OT th\l~ ,1 whicll Mark :5 lIfllaj}v nrf'fix'd to flow Ain. .1.>1' thn $23 "'Jl\ch 1\farJ. C.. T',,"~·. f(a

~ . r '
 

l\liuueH • 01' thus I) fllT Jiggs •ElfC 'T"
4	 . xantp e 0 .I0mlDOn lllle • 

~~mibreTe"'MiDaD'l5,C)·otc:het., <la ...er., Semiqu ....r •• 

~Cll·_ 
Example of Triple Tinle . 

'M JDam,Cnltchet5, <la.veTa,' '.. . Semiqu ....... t 

~. -- '. - -~ 
A-n ~JI:xalnple of other CurIes on the Pipe • 

.--	 . .-II 

~r~~	 ~"'~
..	 ' ' '.- "
The two firCt (~lI;t\·l'T~ in the fjrft Bat' is''Vt'rfuTm'd 1" Tnbbing down th.~ fingt>rs of 1he lower 
hand.cT")~S tJI(' J )w'-'Thole, keeping 'all the tipper holes pef'fe("tly ftl.>Jlt in the S.'cond , 3~ Bar 
lik~wjre... rrht" !aft Curle which is mark'd Wi'tll SlUTS, is -pcTform'd by fO\ll\dj:~ the Note D.by 
.a fudden P"f of t.lIc 10~(,1 fjng~r of·fhe. uppe'f hault tllen f1UTriJl~ th(" otllt"- Notes as quick 
a~ po'fsible "'hic',, ~\erform~ two Quavers,. aTe t.a11ed CurIes on the Bagpi pe. . 



THE LINCOLNSHIRE BAGPIPE by John Ad~ 

The fol/owlng was compiled from a reprint of an article by John Addison (pipemaker) which first appeared 
in Prosoect of Lincolnshire (1983) and some notes, photographs and computer-enhanced drawings he 
subsequently sent to this Editor, who wishes to thank Margaret Hall for putting us onto the original article. 
In the work, Mr. Addison has superbly documented the occurence of bagpipes in Lincolnshire, 
England........Lincolnshire, you say? 

And why not! For it is well known that piping traditions were enjoyed throughout Great Britain and 
Ireland since the Mediaeval period. The carvings on stones and church pews discussed in this article are 
iconographically siml1ar to those found in Lowland Scotland, for example, the 17th century carving of a piper 
on a panel in Kirkcudbrightshire (see plate 21 in The Traditional and National Music of Scotland, by Francis 
Collinson, Vanderbilt University Press, 1966), or the 15th century carvings of an angelic piper at Rosslyn 
Chapel in Midlothian or the elderly bagpiper in Melrose Abbey (see The Story of the Ba{}Dipe, by Grattan 
Flood, Walter Scott Publishing Co., London, 1911, pages 46-50). 

This article is the first of several we hope to include in the Journal regarding the origins ofpiping in Great 
Britain. On our inside cover map, you will find Lincolnshire located below the town of Hull- on a better map 
it would be south of the River Humber, northwest of The Wash, and east of Nottinghamshire . 

The bagpipe as a form of musical instrument is of great antiquity. Though carried by the Romans 
(who are sometimes mistakenly credited with their invention) to many parts of their Empire, it certainly 
predates them. Whether it was the Romans who were responsible for the undoubted spread of the bagpipe 
westward, or whether it was brought earlier or later by nomads, wool traders, merchants or imported 
labourers is a Question which cannot be answered. It is Quite possible that such instruments had been 
developed and were extant in particular localities. 

I must confess to some trepidation on app..eching the subject of the Lincolnshire Bagpipes, since 
the information which is available on them suggests that such an instrument did indeed exist but it is not 
sufficiently detailed to explain what form it took. We are unfortunate that the interest of the English 
Renaissance artist did not extend to rural festivities to the same degree as did that of the painters in the Low 
Countries. Their faithful attention to detail has allowed the reconstruction, with some degree of certainty, 
of instruments, including bagpipes, which have been extinct for some hundreds of years. 

One of the earliest visual records of a bagpipe in Lincolnshire is the 15th century carving of a pew end 
in Branston church (Figure 1). This powerful but primitive motif gives at least some information; it shows 
a bagpipe with one chanter (melody pipe) which is probably conical, one drone with a bell end, and it is 
mouth blown. This description also covers pipes which would undoubtedly have been seen in an large part 
of Eastern Europe, most of Western Europe and some of Northern Africa and can still be seen in some of 
these places today. A point of interest about the Branston carving is that it depicts a bear playing the pipes. 
Dr. R.D. Cannon has these Quotations from two centuries later: 

If they hear the baggepipe then the bears are coming...(MS Bod!. No. 30 16b c. 1625) 

A cittern is as natural to a barber as milk to a calf or dancing bears to a bagpiper. (Wooldridge, 
1983.) 

...the people run out to see them (Cromwelliam troopers) as fast as if it had been the bagge-pype 
playing along before the Beares. (Vox BorN/is, 1641.) 
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Figure 1. Carving from an oak pew end, Branston Church, Lincolnshire. Bear (?) playing pipes, two female 
figures, and an unidentified animal. 

Another carving depicting a bagpipe, this time in limestone, comes from Moorby where it was built into the 
vestry wall of the·now demolished church. It shows a bagpiper and three dancers and probably dates to the 
late 15th or early 16th century (White, 1983, 111). 

Figure 2. The Moorby Stone carving. 
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Possibly the earliest reference to the Lincolnshire bagpipe comes from Bishop John Bales in 1407; 
'It is right well that Pilgrims have with them both singers and pipers.' (Parker Society, XXXVI, 102). Bale 
added a note in the margin, 'Well spoken, my Lord, for the Lincolnshire Bagpipes.' 

It is interesting to note that according to a play of 1590 there was current in London a song entitled 
'The Sweet Ballad of the Lincolnshire Bagpipes', though the song is now lost. Probably the most quoted and 
most obscure literary reference is from Shakesp 'eare's Henry IV Part 1, Act one, Scene Two: 

Fallstaff: 'Sblood, I am as melancholy as a gib cat or a lugged bear. 

Prince Henry: Or an old lion or a lover's lute. 

Fallstaff: Yea, or the drone of a Linconshire bagpipe. 

Another regularly cited reference comes from Robert Arin, an actor in Shakespeare's company in An Nest 
of Ninnies, 1608, describing a banquet held that year: 

At Christmas time, amongst all the pleasures provided, a noyse of minstrells end • Lincolnshire 
bagpipe was prepared - the minstrells for the great chamber, the bagpipe for the hal -die minstrells 
to serve up the knights meate, and the bagpipe for the common dauncing. 

Michael Drayton (1563 - '631) remarks in Blayzons of the Shires: 

Bean-bell Leicestershire her tribute both beare
 
And Bells and Bagpipes next belong to Lincolnshire
 
Whose swains in Shepherd's gray and girls in Lincoln green,
 
While some the ring of bells and some the bagpipes ply,
 
Dance many a merry round and many a hydegy.
 

A number of late 16th and early 17th century inventories mention pipes amongst personal belongings 
of men described as 'pipers'. Unfortunately, the use of the term 'piper' to refer specifically to a bagpiper is 
19th century in origin and the pipers of these inventories may have played recorders or similar instrurnents. 
However, the inventory of Hugh Artie of Pinchbeck, 'pypar', dated 2 February 1582/3 (LAO LCC Admon. 
1582/21) who had goods valued at £11 11 s 6d including 'ij pare of pypes.. ijs.' This may be a reference to 
a set of bagpipes. (I am grateful to C.J. Sturman for bringing this inventory to my attention.) 

On the rare occasion when Linconshire bagpipes are mentioned there is difficulty in accepting that 
any contemporary commentators were at all qualified to give even the broadest description of the instrument. 
The following description by Thomas Fuller in Worthies of England (Fuller, 1642) is possibly such a case: 

Lincolnshire Bagpipes. I behold thse as most ancient, because a very simple sort of music. being little 
more than an oaten pipe improved with a bag, wherein the imprisoned wind pleadeth melodiously for 
the enlargement thereof. It is incredible with what agility it inspireth the heavy heels of the country 
clowns...This bagpipe, in the judgement of the rural Midases, carrieth away the credit for the harp 
of Apollo himself; the most persons approve the blunt bagpipe above the edge-tool instrument of 
drums and trumpets in our civil dissensions. 

As his remarks seem somewhat biased against the county people and their dances and music, it is 
difficult to evaluate his description of the bagpipes. An 'oaten pipe' is just what the name implies, a length 
of oat straw is cut to form a tube, one end of which is gently chewed to produce a flattened shape which 
is, in effect, a double reed. Finger holes are cut in suitable places and the instrument thus produced is a 
rudimentary double reeded, cylindrically bored chanter (Figure 3). This instrument was in common use by 
shepherds in France as late as 1840 as a practice chanter for the cornemeuse (Sand, 1840) and has recently 
been made in my own house by a bagpiper from Toulouse. There can be linle doubt that the same was the 
case in England. Fuller's description, therefore, presents something of a puzzle, in that the sound of a 
chanter with a cylandrical bore is very distinctive, quite refined and far removed from the 'mighty barbarous' 
sound referred to by Pepys, another much quoted source. Unfortunately, this brings to light another problem. 
Wheatly's transcription of Pepys' diaries (Wheatley, 1896) mentions the Lincolnshire bagpipes by name. 
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~ Latham and Matthews (1976) transcribe the same passage as ' ...called for his bagpiper'. It seems possible 
, that Wheatley put together Lincolnshire and bagpiper by supposition rather than with sound reason. An 

article on the 'last Lincolnshire Bagpiper' appeared in 1881 (LNQ, 1881 ): 

John Hunsley was a player on the bagpipe up to a short time before his death which took place•
between 20-30 years ago [i.e. 1850-60). The music emitted from John Hunsley's instrument was 

~ certainly unmelodious but it pleased himand-many of the people -amongst whom he lived. 

L-------·..;;."..--·..;;."................;:·~-·--:--~·--:---·...;....---·----

...
F-

Figure 3. An 'oaten pipe'. 

Canon P. Binnall had further information on John Hunsley, remembering a narrative from Dr. G.F. 
George who was then about eighty years old and had, earlier in his life, the general practice which covered 
Manton, where Mr. Hunsley lived. Dr. George was told the story by patients he visited as a. young man: 

•••John Hunsley, a farmer from the northern end of the parish of Manton...held riotous parties at 
which the guests removed their shoes and always danced until the brick dust came through the soles 
of their feet, to the accompaniment of their host's bagpipes...and I was told that once a year he rode 
to Edinburgh to have his pipes tuned. 

Dr. R. Pacey, to whom I am indebted for the above information, located the deserted farmhouse where John 
Hunsley lived at Middle Manton and the brick floors are still in evidence but my own enquiries among pipe 
makers in Edinburgh have failed to suggest anyone to whom he may have taken his pipes, which therefore 
precludes any hope of information as to their nature. 

·Unmelodious· is not an uncommon description of the sound of bagpipes by listeners who are not 
used to it. It is also a reasonable comment if the chanter has a specific fingering system (as is usually the 
case) which is not used. This makes the instrument play out of tune and is particularly noticeable on 
chanters with a conical bore. Whether any of the above accounts are absolutely accurate, partially correct 
or just oblique comment, I feel that they give the impression of an instrument, the closest relative of which 
is, and possibly was, the Spanish Gaita Gal/ega. This is still the simplest, or at least the most straightforward 
form of the bagpipe in Europe and has not changed in centuries. (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. The Spanish Gaita Gal/ega, a simple form of bagpipe. 

There are variClS other attributions for the name 'Lincolnshire Bagpipes', such as the croaking of frogs 
in the fens; the local worthies of the present are generally convinced that the term arises from their boyhood 
game of holding a tomcat under one arm and coaxing it to 'sing' by biting its tail. 

I give the reader this thought· I am a maker of bagpipes (Northumbrian, Irish, Scots and French) and 
I am a native of, and work in, Lincolnshire. Had I been alive 250 years ago and pursuing the same 
occupation, what would present day historians have made of it? Though I am not a maker of Lincolnshire 
bagpipes I am a Lincolnshire bagpipe maker. Along these lines, I have been asked to make a set of 
Lincolnshire pipes, which I finally agreed to do. I used the Branston Church carving and the Moorby stone 
to guide my work, and was aided by computor enhancement of the original photograph of the Moorby stone 
carving. 

For scalar comparisons, the Branston carving (Figure 1) is too approximate. for example, what is the 
type and size of the animal playing the bagpipe? For my own interest, however, I overdrew a photograph 
of the instrument and had the drawing enlarged and reversed (Figures 5,6). Though the scale of the chanter 
to bag to drone length does not match the Moorby stone, the general feeling of the instrument in remarkably 
similar, if one makes some allowances for artistic license. 
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I Figure 5. A careful derivation from the Branston Church carving. 
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•
I Figure 6. Line drawing based on derivation of Branston carving shown in Figure 5. 
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The Moorby stone (Figure 2) provided the basis for the instrument which I constructed. In addition 
to the original chanter, I constructed a second one based on the description given by Thomas Fuller, as it 
does not match up with the above instrument. If Fuller had any working knowledge of musical instruments, 
the bagpipe he describes would necessarily have a cylindical bore in the ch~nter. This is the difference 
between the two chanters I have made. The cylindrical chanter plays one octave below the conical chanter. 

Using computer enhancement of a series of photographs of the Moorby stone carving (Figures 7, 8, 
and 9), I came to the following assumptions with regard to the scale of the instrument, relative to the size 
and accuracy of the Figure. 

The general stance of the figure gives the impression of being posed - possibly for a preliminary 
drawing by the carver? The fact that only one hand is on the chanter, while the other supports the bag 
suggests this. If it were taken that this was the method of playing the instrument (one hand pressing the 
bag), the compass of the chanter could be no more than six notes. More notes could be available by making 
the chanter jump the octave, but this would not form a consecutive scale and would be almost useless 
musically. In my experience the six note compass does not relate to any other form of musical instrument, 
or music, which uses Western musical conventions. 

The shape of the drone suggests a two piece tube, the bulge half way along it relating well to the 
tuning slide quite usual for this design throughout Europe, both presently and historically. The length, by 
scale, to the figure, is approximately 22" to 27". By averaging the bore dimensions of which I have 
experience, I would expect a drone of this size and from to play somewhere about F, G, A, or Bb. To play 
F, the drone bore would be relatively small and would thus give a quiet sound, suitable for the 
accompaniment of a quiet chanter (with a narrow conical bore). To play A-Bb, the drone bore would be quite 
larger and thus give more volume, necessitating a loud chanter for balance, that is, a chanter with a wide 
conical bore. Such a bore would not only raise the volume, but for the same length as above, raise the pitch 
to, say, A or Bb. I chose the key of G. 

The chanter on the carving is too unclear to furnish much information other than to suggest a conical 
form of approximately 13" to 15" in length. This, however, tallies reasonably well with the estimated pitch 
of the drone. With a narrow conical bore and sound holes spaced naturally for the fall of the fingers, I would 
expect the pitch, with an average reed form, to be somewhere around F. I chose 14" as the optimim ct)anter 
length, with a bore of medium taper. The hole spacing for the correct tuning of the diatonic scale of G falls 
easily under the fingers of adult hands. 

------~ 

/ 

J 

L:J 
Figure 7. The piper seen on the Moorby stone. 
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Figure 8. Tentative outline of the Moorby stone bagpipe. 
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Figure 9. Final form of the Moorby stone bagpipe. 
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On the top of the bag in the carving, there appears to be a scar in the stone where I would estimate 
a blowpipe might have been. I suggest that this, as a fragile component of the carving, may have suffered 
the same fate as the piper's facial features. The bag is of very familiar appearance. Sometimes, in areas 
where goat or sheep farming is, or was, of importance (as in Lincolnshire), complete animal skins are, or were 
used. The back end is tied or stitched up, while the front legs and neck accomodate the blowpipe, drone, 
and chanter respectively. This is not the case here, for the shape gives an indication that this is a fabricated 
bag. This is not unusual for the period or style of the instrument - contemporary or even earlier carvings in 
Beverly Minster (Figure 10) show clear representations of seams and stitching on the bags of bagpipes. 

JoIm Addison 
TheFbjiars, lngs Lal1e, 
South Somert'otes, Louth,Uncs.I-!'J11 7D...-1 

Figure 10. Drawings of two carvings from Beverly Minster showing bagpipes having the telltale seams of 
fabricated bags. 
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EARLY UNION PIPES by Denny Hall 
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The following notes were sent to us by Denny Hall regarding an old set of Union pipes by Egan which he 
had borrowed trom Mick Zekley. The notes were originally published in the Pipers' Review by the Irish Pipers' 
Club in Seattle. We have added a photograph of a recent reproduction of an Egan instrument by Steafan 
Hannigan (London) to augment the description given by Denny (with many thanks to Mike MacNintch, who 
photographed the set at the 1991 Round Hill Scottish Games). 

If you are interested in contacting the Pipers' Club, their address is:
 
Cumann Na b 'Piobairi
 
P.O. Box 3183 
Seattle, Washington 98103-1183 

This set is a good, original representation of the early evolution of the Union pipes. The chanter is 
stamped EGAN. There is no reason to believe that the entire instrument is not the work of Egan. The pipes 
are very nicely tumed boxwood, decorated with ivory. While many instruments of this vintage (last third of 
the 18th century) have only two drones (see O'Neill's Irish Minstrels and Musicians, Chicago, 1913, p. 44), 
a baritone and bass, this particular set hs also a tenor drone and a small drone to sound an A. The 
instrument is a '0' set and has one regulator with only four keys. 

With the exception of the tenor and small A. drone, this set is very much like the early (and 
contemporary) Union pipe with the 20.0 em foot-joint on the chanter described by Denis Brooks in the Pipers' 
Review (Vol. 1, No.2). This type of pipe has been referred to as the New Pastoral Pipe and Long Pipes. 
Anthony Baines (in Bagpipes, Pitt Rivers Museum, 1960, p. 123) quoted William Cocks (c.1954) and also 
referred to this long chanter bagpipe as "Hybrid Union Pipes". The chanter with foot joint necessitated 
playing off the knee; its [only] advantage was that a low C (c') was available. 

I have some snapshots of another set in Mickie's possession, similar to this Egan set, built of the 
same materials with three drones and a five-key regulator. Despite the additional key, the regulator appears 
to have nearly the same length as the four-key regulator. 

The diagram following is of perhaps the most unique feature of this instrument. The drawing (Figure 
1) shows the bass drone recurving through the stock, with the result that it is buttwo or three inches longer 
than the baritone drone. The stock which holds the pipes, in turn, fits into a hollow main stock the size of 
which we are familiar with. Although this arrangement allows for an extremely compact bass drone, it 
eliminates the possibility of a convenient drone switch as we know it. 

Figure 1. Drawing of the bass drone arrangement on the Egan Union pipe. 
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Below is a photograph of a set built recently by Steafan Hannigan, having four drones and a four-key 
regulator. The drone stock has been separated from its cup to show the reeds. The maker installed a drone 
switch by locating it at the base of the drone stock. The set plays in e# and is shown with a 0 chanter. 

Figure 2. Union pipe built by Steafan Hannigan of London to a design by Egan. 

Finally, here is a photograph of the drone stock for the Egan instrument (see also Figure 3 in the 
article by Sam Grier in Journal 2, 1991, page 151. In Figure 3 below, the fourth drone reed is just visible 
behind the small '0' drone reed. The regulator reed is on top. 

Figure 3. Detail of the drone stock on the Egan Union pipe. 
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SET OF BAGPIPES J IVORY PIPES 
AND STOCK; MOUNTED· ON GER
MAN SILVER; FOUR. DRONES - ONE 
WITH KEYS, CALLED A"REGULATOR:' 
MADE PROBABLY ABOUT 1760 OR 
1770. FROM THE DUCKETT COlr 
LECTION, COUNTY CARLOW. 

I Early Union Pipe, from Irish Minstrels and Musicians, Francis O'Neill, 1913. 
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PLETHORA OF PASTORAL BAGPIPES - DIRECTORY 

1. Blackwood and brass, three drones, one regulator, Eb or D, c. 1800, partially restored by Colin Ross, 
owned by Alan- Jones. Photo by Brian McCandless. 
2. Ivory, two drones (?), one regulator, c. 1750, as advertised in Lark in the Morning Catalogue around 1982. 
Sadly, this rare set was destroyed in a house fire three years ago. Our thanks to Mickie Zekley for permission 
to use the photograph. 
3. Blackwood and brass, two drones, no regulator, Eb, c. 1982, made by Colin Ross, owned by Sam Grier. 
Photo by Sam Grier, used by permission. 
4. Reel pipe described in Journal #2, two drones, two regulators, Bb, made by Sam Grier. 
5. Cherrywood and speckled walrus ivory, three drones, no regulator, Eb or D, c. 1790, partially restored, 
owned by lain MacDonald. Photo by lain MacDonald, used by permission. 
6. Boxwood and brass, two drones, one regulator, D, date unknown, fully described by Baines in Bagpipes, 
1960. p. 123. 
7. "Early Union Pipe" after Egan's design, two drones, one regulator, recently made by Steafan Hannigan. 
Photo by Mike MacNintch, used by permission. 
8. Exact copy of Naughton's pastoral pipe (1826) now residing in the Kinguissie Museum, three drones and 
one regulator, Eb, made by Chris Bayley c. 1980. Thanks to Hamish Moore for permission to use the 
photograph. 
9. Blackwood and brass, three drones, one regulator, D, made by John Addison c. 1980, owned and kept 
in playing order by Sam Grier. Photo by Mike MqcNintch, used by permission. 
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MAYPOLES, MORRIS DANCE, AND BAGPIPES by Brian McCandless I 
I 
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"This is it and that is it,
 
And this is Morris Dancing,
 

The piper fell and broke his neck,
 
And said it was a chancer. "
 

I first came across this little jingle a few years ago while reading through Cecil Sharp's The Morris Book, 
Vol. 3 (1924). The reference to a piper (is it a bagpiper, a whistle player, a hornpipe player?) in the context 
of the Morris dance intrigued me and subsequently led to an ir'lvestigation which produced some simj:ile and 
not surprising conclusions: 1) the ritual dances of Britain are related to those formerly found in Germany, 
France, and the Low Countries; 21 the ritual dances are geomantic in nature and descend from "iron age" 
communal celebrations which focused on fertility themes; 3) the music for these dances was performed on 
the instruments available at the time; thus 4) sometime around 1300 AD, the bagpipes were adapted to this 
ritual dance setting. In this article I will present evidence to support these conclusions, drawing upon artistic 
works, literary quotations, melodic analysis, and culture history. I will also discuss how Lowland pipes can 
be used to perform music for May dancing, Morris dancing, and other exhibition or participatory dances. In 
the past few years, I have had the pleasure of using the Lowland pipes to perform with a Welsh folk dance 
group called Dawnswyr Y Tract Cymreig (Welsh Tract Dancers), based in Newark, Delaware. 

Ritual Dance 

So what do we mean by 'ritual dance'? For our purposes, we use the term to refer to exhibition 
dances performed by a trained 'elite' or 'select few' as part of the focus of seasonal community celebrations. 
Into the cauldron of ritual dances which have survived or evolved to be performed today in Britain we find 
the Morris dance, the Cornish processional dances, Horn dances, the Sword dances, and Maypole dances. 
Today, unlike in former times, these dances are performed throughout the year, but their seasonal 
associations have not been lost. For example, the Sword dances of Durham, Northumberland, and Yorkshire 
are still performed around Plough Monday (the Sunday after the Epiphany, or twelfth night after Christmas). 
So, the ritual dance differs from other folk dance forms, such as ball room dancing, by its calendrical tit3s and 
its performance by a select group of specialists. 

The occurence of ritual dance in so-called 'primitive' societies is well documented and serves many 
complicated functions. But perhaps the most important of these is to serve as a vehicle for linking the 
spiritual world to the physical world. We have all no doubt seen the documentary footage by Franz Boas (c. 
1950) of the ritual shaman dances of the Kwakiutl peoples of the American Northwest in which the shaman, 
in god-like disguise, dances a repetitive series of fixed movements designed to invoke the gods of the sea, 
the sky, and the earth. Other Kwakiutl dances are performed at sea on great log boats whose purpose is to 
transport the shaman dancer directly to the sea god. 

To bring this home to Britain, we must take stock of our best notion of earlier cultures in Britain, and 
observe the occurence of ritual folk dance, as it was before the age of mass communication and 
homogenization. We can envision Britain as a sort of 'last stop' melting pot for European cultural migrations 
since the neolithic period (c. 2500 BC). These cultures variously exerted dominance over their 'conquered' 
regions until the next influence came along. With the exception of destructive Viking coastal raids of the 
10th century AD, the pattern of cultural invasion was characterized by integration of the 'invading' culture 
with existing peoples. From each infusion a new 'culture' was established, incorporating the ways of both. 
At different times, Celts, Danes, Saxons, Angles, Normans, and others have asserted themselves upon the 
'native' culture. Archaeologists have determined that a common theme to pre-Christian British inhabitants 
was fertility, and among the customs associated with this theme was dancing. Aubrey Burl, the noted British 
prehistorian writes (The Stone Circles of the British Isles, Yale Press, 1976, p. 84): 

It ••• Stone circles are unlikely to have been temples of the mother-goddess. The activities within them 
were more probably directed towards fertility practices. 
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"That these included dancing is an assumption that cannot be proved although such communal 
activity is well, recorded among primitive societies. Frazer (1922) gives many examples of ring-dancing 
around a Maypole in Europe at the leafing time; around bonfires at Lent when, in parts of Switzerland and 
elsewhere, burning wheels like sun-discs were rolled down hills and when witch effigies were burned on 
hilltops. In the Isle of Man a wren was killed at the Winter solstice and buried after which the people would 
dance in a ring to music. Such circular group-dances were clearly customary at important divisions of the 
year. " So let us describe some of the British ritual dances as they exist today. 

Mumming Play: In many English, Scottish, Welsh, Cornish, French, German, Low Country, Austrian, and 
Swiss villages a kind of life/death/resurrection play or mime has been carried out for centuries during Yuletide 
and May Day celebrations. The 'actors' dress in costumes based on mythical figures which may include 
Santa Claus, St. George, Robin Hood, Maid Marian, the Hobby Horse, the Fool} and others. The ultimate in 
Hobby Horses would appear to be that at Padstow, Cornwall, while Santa Claus and Father Winter are taken 
to extremes in Bavaria and Switzerland. In many mumming traditions, the 'play' is performed according to 
a strict ritual code and is closely tied with the ritual dances. According to Charles Kightly, "'Mumming' may 
be derived from Germanic Mummen - a mask; or French Momer - to act in a dumb show. Either is 
appropriate, for mummers still conceal their identity (in Scotland and northern England, indeed they may be 
called 'guisers') while many of their activities were concealed in silent mime." The central themes of birth, 
death, and rebirth are acted out with familiar folk heroes and villains. In England, one of the first accounts 
of a mumming play was related in London, in 1377, in the court of Richard II. Today's expression "mum's 
the word" derives from the act of "mumming" or "miming". The wildly ostentatious mumming events held 
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania appear to be a glitzy derivative of this pan-European tradition. 

Sword Dance: performed around Christmas time, in Yorkshire, Durham, and Northumberland in a type of 
Mumming Play involving five, six, or eight men. According to Charles Kightly, "The ceremony begins with 
the dancers walking round in a circle, in some versions clashing their swords together: then they place these 
over their shoulders, each man grasping the point of the sword in front of him with one hand. while keeping 
hold of his own hilt with the other. Next, the swords are lowered to waist-level, so that the dancers form 
a ring, linked 'hilt and point' by their weapons...always maintaining their grip on their own and their 
neighbor's swords, the dancers then perform a series of complicated figures ...as a culmination, the swords 
are ingeniously woven together in a pentagonal, hexagonal, or octagonal star which is held aloft for display. n 

Variations exist, and in the 'Longsword dances' of Yorkshire, after the Lock is made, it is dropped over the 
head of 'The Fool' until it rests about his neck. "Then, at a given signal, the dancers suddenly and 
simultaneously withdraw their swords, whereupon the 'victim' falls 'dead' to the ground. In Northumberland 
and Durham, where the dance is called the 'Rapper dance', after the thin, sharp rappers used, the possibility 
for real beheading necessitates a gentler approach - the dancers symbolically lower the Link or Knot over the 
head and lift it again. 

Morris Dance: In former times, the word 'Morris' embraced 'Morris dancing' as we think of it today as well 
as Horn dances and the Mumming Play. The essential features of the modern Morris dance are best 
described by their longtime documentor, Cecil Sharp (1912): "The Morris dance, being a spectacular, not a 
social dance, was performed on special occasions only, and very rarely more than once or twice a year. In 
Oxfordshire and Gloucestershire, Whitsuntide [literally, 'White Sunday' a popular spring day for Baptisms, 
being fifty days after Easter Sunday] was the recognized season for the performance of the dance. In 
Worcestershire and Herefordshire, however, where the dance still survives, albeit in a state of decadence, 
it was performed at Christmas time...the usual custom was for the dancers to rehearse one or more nights 
a week between Easter and Whit Sunday, when the older men polished up their own steps and instructed 
the new members of the team [or Side] in the mysteries of the art. 

"The Whitsun celebration was often ushered in with some ceremony...at three o'clock in the morning 
on Whit-Monday three youths went out and cut withies, the bark of which they rolled up into funnel-shaped 
horns, called 'peeling' horns, pinning the bark together with the thorns of the blackthorn. By means of a 
double reed of willow, which was fitted into the narrower end, the horns emitted a penetrating, rasping 
sound, as loud as hooters. Roused at four o'clock by this strange music, the villagers asssembled at the 
village green to assist in the raising of the Maypole. This, which had been previously prepared, consisted 
of a stout pole about twenty feet long, to the top of which was attached a thinner pole of about the same 
length, the whole being profusely garlanded with 'Iaylocks and golden chains.' Directly the pole was placed 
in position the Morris men danced round it." 
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I Although the Morris tradition is very rich and diverse, very often the first dance was always the 

'Green Garters'; later a procession would be held, led by a 'mock' mayor; and then the Morris dancers would 
dance from house to house and farm to farm throughout the district, even to neighboring villages. In 1600, 

I 
a William Kemp danced the Morris dance from London to Norwich, later documenting it in his The Nine Daies 
Wonder. The traditional Morris costume is very elaborate and includes a hat, pleated shirts, bells, sticks, and 
handkerchiefs. An extreme variation of the Morris dance is the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance (Figure 1), 
danced on the Monday after the Sunday following September 4 (Wakes Monday). In this ceremony, there 
are ten dancers, six horn-bearing dancers, and four actors, dressed as 'Maid Marian', the Hobby Horse, a boy, 
and a Fool. 
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Figure 1. The Abbots Bromley Horn Dance - an annual Staffordshire harvest tradition for nearly a millenium. 

I 
I A hodgepodge of these and other customs may be viewed (to the accompaniment of the 

Northumbrian smallpipes) in the 1973 film, The Wicker Man, written by Anthony Shaffer and directed by 
Robin Hardy. Invoking the subject of fertility allows us to focus on specific occasions when an agricultural 

I communities would be most sensitive, such as nuptials, sowing, and reaping. Studies of the customs and 
lore of modern Celtic peoples in Wales and Ireland, initiated in the early part of the twentieth century by Lady 
Jane Francesca Wilde and carried on recently by Alwyn and Brinley Rees (Celtic Heritage, Thames and 
Hudson, 1961) have isolated the significant features of the Celtic calendar and link it to an Indo-European 
heritage that reaches back to the European iron age. 
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The modern year is divided into four segments called seasons which are defined by the position of 
the sun along the ecliptic. The point at which the sun's path crosses the celestial equator on its way north 
is called the vernal (from latin: vernalis meaning spring) equinox. On the equinox, the day and night are of 
equal length, and the sun rises due East and sets due West. 182 days after the vernal equinox, the sun 
crosses the celestial equator heading south, on the autumnal equinox. Halfway between these days the sun 
reaches its farthest points north (summer solstice) and south (winter solstice). For many days around the 
solstices, the sun rises and sets at nearly the same location on the horizon, from which we get the term 
'solstice' - "sun standing still". 

Curiously, the Celtic year begins midway between the autumnal equinox and winter solstice, on 
Samhain (Hallowe'en). The year was divided into two major seasons - summer and winter - called Samon 
and Giamon, marked by the festival days Beltaine and Samhain. Halfway between these days lie the festival 
days of Lughnasa and Imbolc. Together, the four festival days are called the 'Quarter Days'. In a variation 
of the Celtic calendar called the Coligny Calendar, which amounts to a 'timetable of ritual' found in Gaul, the 
year was 60 months long, with each month divided into a 'dark half' and a 'light half'. Two types of month 
were employed, six with 30 days and six with 29 days. At the beginning of each half-eycle, an intercalary 
month was inserted to adjust the intervals, which is among the oldest surviving calendar systems, having 
parallels in ancient Greece and India. Below is a table listing the Celtic festival days: 

Approximate Season/Event Celtic Quarter Christian Name 
Date Day 

31 October Autumn Samhain Hallowe'en 

21 December Winter Solstice Midwinter 

1 February Winter Imbolc St. Brigit's 

21 March Spring Equinox 

1 May Spring Beltaine May Day 

21 June Summer Solstice Midsummer. 

1 August Summer Lughnasa Loaf Mass or lammas 

21 September Autumnal Equinox 

Recent lingustic studies by Colin Renfrew (Archaeology and Language, Cambridge Press, 1987) show 
that a common cultural origin is shared for the European language (hence culture) groups. Indeed, the very 
words naming the Celtic Quarter Days are considered to be vestigal remains of the proto-European language! 
For example, Lughnasa is named after the Celtic deity, Lugh, who was the giver of the harvest to people. 
The word serves as the basis for Lyons (France) which was known to the Romans as Lugudunum. The 
relationships between the Celtic (and proto-Celtic) pantheon and solar and lunar phenomena, the agricultural 
seasons, and the Earth itself are fairly well established. These findings lend credence to statements made 
by folklorists such as Charles Kightly (The Customs and Ceremonies of Britain, Thames and Hudson, 1986) 
regarding the origins of British ritual dance: 

"[Morris dancing] in all probability, then, is older than its name: the latter being clearly well 
established in England by the time of its earliest known mention in 1458, when Alice de Wetenhalle (a 
London widow with Suffolk connections) bequeathed a silver cup engraved 'cum moreys dance'. Just how 
old the dance is, however, cannot be even approximately estimated: though current thinking leans towards 
the view that - like the other form of 'morris', the mumming play - the dance originated as a pre-Christian 
fertility or luck-bringing ceremony, and it is even possible that the name 'moorish' once alluded to its pagan 
rather than its black-faced associations." 
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" ...This universality suggests that sword dancing long pre-dates the present racial structure of Europe: 
and attempts have been made to associate it with a prehistoric priesthood of smiths or iron workers." 

We should point out that a separate, solo, sword dance is performed in the Highlands, and according 
to R.D. Cannon (The Highland Bagpipe and Its Music. John Donald Publishers Ltd., Edinburgh, 1987) it first 
appeared at competitions in 1832 and, ·unlike some other Highland dances it appears to have been a genuine 
folk dance and was spoken of at the time as ancient." 

Bagpioes in the Morris Tradition 

Abundant evidence exists for the use of bagpipes in ritual European dancing between about 1500 
and 1800. To give some visual examples, I include a watercolor from the 1500's showing a flautist and 
'dudelsackpfeifer' leading St. Urban into the town of Nurenberg on May Day (Figure 2). Commentary 
accompanying the painting said that the procession was a formality used to herald in the May celebration. 
It also said that the 'little' people gamboling around with the dog probably drank too much in preparation! 
A version of the sword dance is seen in the center of Figure 3 which is a painting by Peter Brueghel (c.1570). 
This Flemish painting portrays the sword dance and other May revelry with music supplied by the two 
'doedelzakpfeifers' in the lower left. In Figure 4 we see another German piper (c.1750) playing f"r two 
couples dancing around a Maypole. The last recorded images of these two-droned bagpipes in German 
popular art in the context of May Day festivals are dated 1804 and 1818. After that, the flute and drum are 
shown, especially with respect to the 'Reifentanz' (hoop-dance which is related to the ,Fassertanz' or 
Cooper's dance), held at Fasching, or Shrove Tuesday (the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday, in the Easter 
season). Amazingly similar to the German Reifentanz is the English Processional Morris, held at nearly the 
same time, in Lancashire, and known as The Garland Dance. Both the Gennan and English versions feature 
flower-decorated hoops held on high by the'disguised' dancers. 

Figure 2. St. Urban's welcome to Nurenberg, from a watercolor dating to the middle of the 16th century. From 
Handbuch der Deutschen Volkskunde, Vol. II, by Wilhelm Dekler, 1939. 
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Figure 3. Painting by Peter Brueghel (c. 1570) depicting a variety of May activities, including a Low Country 
version of the sword dance (center), to the music of bagpipes (lower left). Same source as Figure 2. 

,",.-... 
- .-=::;;=y; ~~~-- . 

Figure 4. A German bagpiper (c.1750) playing for a May dance (note Maypole with garlands). From Alte 
Musikinstruments, by Wilhelm Stauder, 1973. 
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Very little exists in the way of visual documentation of the Morris dance in England prior to about 
1700. Add to this Cecil Sharp's comments on the music played for Morris Dancing: "The pipe [a three-holed 
flageolet with a Qne octave plus three notes range] and tabor were at one time the traditional instruments 
of this country, and until recently they were almost invariably used to accompany the Morris dance." He 
then refers us to Mersenne (1627) whose musical treatise included the pipe and tabor. But, Mersenne also 
spoke at length on bagpipes, which were clearly contemporary with the pipe and tabor (and flute and early 
oboe). We know that in Cecil Sharp's day, which was a little over two centuries after the heyday of bagpipe 
playing in England, the fiddle and concertina were in use for the Morris (the Melodeon had not yet achieved 
widespread acceptance in England), and the pipe and tabor were already an historical curiosity. 

So we turn to written sources, and here there is the issue of the word 'pipe'. Our reference list 
becomes quite slim if we limit it to those passages spelling it out - b.a.g.p.i.p.e. Despite the difficulty, a 
pattern emerges, and we'll start with a reference noted in the 16th century by Herrick (1516) of how the King 
[Henry VIII] and Queen went "a-Maying" at Shooter's Hill and of the gorgeous decoration of the Maypoles, 
round which the lads and lasses tripped to the sound of the bagpipe: 

-The Maypole is up: now give me the cup,
 
I'll drink to the garllJlld around it;
 

But first unto those whose hands did compose
 
The glory of flowers thllt crowned it. •
 

[G. Flood (1911) p. 83] 

Then there is this account of the Morris Dance as related by Philip Stubbes in his Anatomie of Abuses 
(1583): 

"Then march this heathen company towards the churchyard, their pipers pipying, their drummers thundering, 
their stumps daunsing, their bells jingling, their handkerchiefs fluttering about their heads, their hobbie horses 
and other monsters skarmyshing among the throng like madmen; and in this sort they go to the church (tho' 
the minister be at prayer or preaching) dancing and swinging their handkerchiefs over their heades in the 
church like devils incarnate, with such a confused noise that no man can hear his voice... wherein they 
daunce all that day and all that night too. And thus these terrestriall furies spend the Sabbath-day. " 

[C. Kightly (1986), p. 168] 

We don't know if he's referring to bagpipes or whistles, but one is tempted to think by the description 
that bagpipes might contribute to the air of pandemonium. In a recently republished book called The Folklore 
of Herefordshire by Ella Mary Leather, S.R. Publishers Ltd. (originally 1912, republished 1970) there are 
excerpts from a pamphlet dated 1609 called "Old Meg... " which refers to bagpipes in a description of a 
Morris Dance held on the racecourse at Hereford. Notice in the title of the pamphlet that the Morris dance 
was considered (in 1609) to already be ancient, viz. "twelve hundred years old." If we took that literally, 
we'd be back in the Romano-Celtic period of English history. 

From: "Old Meg of Herefordshire for a Maid Marian, Hereford Towne for a Morris Daunce, or Twelve Morris 
Dauncers of Herefordshire of Twelve Hundred Years Old" 

"The courts of kings for stately measures; 
The city for light heeles and nimble footing; 

The country for shuffling dances 
Western men for gambols 

Middlesex men for tricks above grounde 
Essex men for the hey 

Lancashire for hornpipes 
Worcestershire for bagpipes 

but Herefordshire for a Morris dance puts down, 
not only all Kent but very near 

(if one had line enough to measure it) 
three quarters of Christendom. " 
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"The musicians and the twelve dancers had long coats of the old fashion, high sleeves gathered at the 
elbows, and hanging sleeves behind, the stuff, red buffin, striped with white girdles, with white stockings, 
white and red roses to their shoes; the one six, a white jew's cap with a jewel, and a long red feather; the 
other, a scariet jew's cap, with a jewel and a white feather; so the hobby-horse, and so the Mayd-Marian 
was attired in colours; the whifflers [marshalsl had long staves, white and red. .. 

Similar activities are noted for the Scottish Borders in the early 17th century, according to George S. 
Emerson (A Social History of Scottish Dance, McGill-Queens Press, 1972). He writes, "There were many 
violent changes in the way of life of the people during the reformation, but the love of dancing and sport and 
of the May Games was too strong for immediate elimination, especially when no suitable diversions were 
forthcoming as due recreation in a harsh life. Thus, in spite of all the laws, as late as 1625 six men were 
summoned before the Lanark Presbytery for 'fetching hame a maypole and dancing about the same on 
Pasche Sunday.' According to the Lanark Presbytery records, this dancing was done to the music of a 
bagpiper. The Lowland art of piping while singing and dancing is even implied in the following few lines from J 

fthe 17th century poem, "Christs Kirk": 
j 

..... Tom Lutar was their minstrel meet, 0 Lord as he could lanss (leap),
 
He played so schill, and sang so seet, While Towsy took a transs;
 

Auld Lyghtfute there he did forfeit, And counterfeited France,
 
He used himself as a man discreet, And took up Morrice dance... "
 

In Yorkshire around 1610, according to Grattan Flood (1911), the "Morrice" was danced to the tune 
of an old song called "The Literary Dustman." William Browne in his Britannia's Pastorals (1625) has the 
following stanza from a May poem: 

"I have seen the Lady of the May
 
Set in an arbour on a holy day
 

Built by the Maypole, where jocund swains
 
Dance the maidens to the Bagpipe's strains. ..
 

Other old tunes associated with the Morris dance are "Staines Morris" (William Ballet's Lute Book, 1593), 
"The King's Morisco" (Fitzwilliam Virginal Book, 1598), "Maid's Morris" (Playford's Dancing Master, 1651), 
"A Morisco" (Playford's), "Fiddler's Morris" (Playford's), "Mock Hobby Horse" (Playford's), and "Come, 
Lasses and Lads" also known as "The Rural Dance about the Maypole" (Westminster Drollery, 1672). A 
curious feature of "The Literary Dustman", "Staines Morris", "Maid's Morris", "Mock Hobby Horse", and in 
fact many modern Morris tunes is that they fit very well on the bagpipe! Some people are inclined to believe 
that, especially regarding tunes of the 16th and 17th centuries, those that play well on the bagpipe may 
actually have been composed for that instrument in the first place. And this leads us into the last section 
of this article. 

Playing Morris Tunes on Lowland Pipes 

Of the two-hundred and sixty or so tunes listed in A Handbook of Morris Dances, by Lionel Bacon 
(1974), over three fourths of them can be performed with minor modification on the bagpipes. Often, only 
a few notes out of a measure need to be 'bent' around to make the tune fit neatly on the nine-note chanter 
scale. There are several obstacles to overcome, however, before jumping in and playing for dances. First, 
many of the tunes rely on a sharpened seventh note and leading note (the high g' and low g on an 'A' 
chanter) for a true 'major' scale. Second, a solo Scottish smallpipe does not really produce enough volume 
to accompany a raucous team of Morris dancers. Third, the Morris dancers, as is the case with dancers in 
other folk traditions, rely on a 'biofeedback' loop of interaction with the musician. Special techniques must 
therefore be employed to bring out a rhythmic sense from the open chanter of the Lowland type of bagpipes. 
These same obstacles presented themselves to me when I began playing with the Welsh Tract Dancers, and 
I came up with some simple solutions which are described for a Morris dance tune below. 

One of my favorite Morris tunes is Princess Royal, shown in full "G-scale" setting below (Figure 5). 
Since I am used to reading music based on a "C-scale" running from low g' to high a", I had to transpose 
the tune up one note, giving the setting shown in Figure 6. Playing through this setting on my Scottish 
smallpipe, there were some pronounced deficiencies, notably the low note situation in bar 6 of the first part 
and the occurence of high g-sharp notes in the second part. To handle the low notes in bar 6 of the first 
part, I half-hole the low g', which produces a nominal g'-sharp. Then, instead of playing lowe (not available 
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on the chanter!) I playa regular e' note (see Figure 7). I call this'bending the tune in half' (with thanks to 
Sam Grier for the nomenclature). Another way of accomplishing this, without having to play false notes is 
to actually re-write the section as in Figure 8. In this version, I have also changed the high gil notes, which 
were tolerable In the previous setting, but benefit from a little rearrangement. 

I
 

I
 
Fi ure 6. Princess Royal transposed up one whole note, to key of A major. 

I
 
Figure 7. Princess Royal 'bent' slightly to fit bagpipe chanter. Notice that the low g's are natural on the 

III
 

~ 
. I
 
Fi ure 8. Final version of Princess Royal, ready for gracing and interpretation. 
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On the issue of volume, I have but two suggestions. If playing the Scottish smallpipes, then invest 
in an acoustical transducer (of the type sold for flutes and clarinets) and a portable amplifier. You'll find that 
the transducer will not pick up the drones so well, but will produce a great rhythmic effect due to the 
constant fluttering of the hands against the walls of the chanterl The other suggestion is to use a Lowland 
or Border pipe, which has a far greater volume and carrying ability than a smallpipe. 

Finally, the subtle issue of how to -make it sound good for dancing.- Here, it is a matter of 
experience and experimentation, relying on the feedback of the dancers. You might do well to listen to piping 
from central France, where the low chanter note (low A to-\ls) is frequently-referenced against the upper 
hand notes. Say you have a tune with three or four high a" notes in a row.· Your first impulse might be to 
play doublings of the notes, rapidly wiping the thumb against its ~oleto arti~u.late the notes. That is probably 
okay, but you might achieve a clearer articulation by shutting the chanter' all the way down to Iowa' 
between each high a". The effect can be Quite stunning and can ev.en .be used to cover ' runs' that just get 
lost in the mayhem. I find, playing for Welsh dancing, that getting a punctual rhythmic effect is far more 
critical than playing the established melody per say. When playing music based more on the low notes of 
the chanter, I find it useful rythmically to use high gil and high a" gracenotes, in a 'cutting' fashion. I guess 
the rule 'of thumb' I abide by when playing for dancing is to stay away from movements which get lost in 
the shuffle and concentrate on single gracenotes which are tonally well-separated from the melodic structure. 

So, to solve the problem of g versus g-sharp, learn to play the low-hand false notes, try bending the 
tune, or modify your chanter. If you find yourself playing alot of tunes with g-sharp, you might consider 
having a pipemaker fabricate a chanter with the g-notes sharpened. I believe that this was the tuning system 
formerly employed on the Northumbrian half-long pipe. On such a chanter you could 'tape' the holes to 
flatten them if so desired. Better would be to have two chanters, though. So there it is, a bit of rambling 
about bagpipes and Morris dancing! 

Woodcut by Hans Holbein from his Dance of Death published in 1538 in Lyons, France. 
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Making Yogurt Cup Smallpipe Chanter Reeds -
From a workshop session with Mike McHargl 

15 March 1991 

Materials needed: 
.~ Brass tubing 3/16 outside diameter for staple. Each reed requires a piece 

22mm long. 
~ 23 gauge copper wire. Each reed requires a piece approximately 11.5 cm 

(4 1/2") long.
 
~ An 8 oz yogurt cup (a 16 or 32 oz cup will do also).
 
~ Thread to wrap the reed to the staple.
 
~ Contact (rubber) cement.
 

Tools needed: 
~ Tube cutter (a fine tooth hobby saw can also be used but tube cutter provides 

better cut). 
~ Paper cutter or sharp scissors 
~ Oval mandrel to form end of brass tubing (can be done with needlenose 

pliers) 
~ Tool for holding staple during wrapping and sealing (the oval mandrel can be 

used for this task also) 
~ Tubing reamer or round file 
~ A straight bladed knife with burnished edge for scraping reeds (a utility knife 

or old paring knife will do). 

1- Blade tip 

2 4 
2- Blades 

3- Bridle6 

4- Wrapping 

3 
5- Wrapping to fit to chanter 

6- Staple 

7- Scraped Area 

lMike McHarg, c/o Wee Piper, RFD #2, Route 14 Box 286,
 
South Royalton, VT (USA) 05068
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Instructions: 

Cut a piece of 3/16 on brass tubing 22mm in length. Use the tube.
 
cutter or hobby saw (latter is less precise) to cut the tubing. Ream or ~
 
file inside ends to clean out burrs; use file to smooth ends and remove
 
burrs from the outside. With a mandrel (or by eye with pliers) make approximately
 
1/3 of the staple oval shaped, gradually changing from round to oval.
 

~	 Cut a strip vertically from the yogurt cup. Use 
fine steel wool to remove printing from plastic. 
Draw lines on the cup to make strips 13 rom 
wide for pipes in keys of C, Bb, or A; 11-12 
mm for keys of D, E, F. (These are not 
necessarily gospel but they work. Experiment 
to find alternative widths if you choose.) Cut 
to lines. Because of taper of cup, after a few 
cuts the strips will tend to twist as they are not 
cut vertically. Cut off a small triangle to get back as near vertical as possible. Trim 
end square. 

Cut the strip 29 mm long. Ensure that both ends are cut square. 

Mark the plastic strip for shaping and wrapping.
 

On the convex side of the plastic strip, draw lines I -1 f--'. j

across the strip at the 15 rom and 20 rom intelVals; - 15 5 g' - ~
 
be sure lines are square to the sides of the strip. At .. -- ..__ ~ ~:
 
the 20 rom line end, draw a line parallel to the sides. _. _
 
up the center of the strip. Use this median line to
 
draw a diagonal from the 20 rom line at the edge of the strip to a spot approximately
 
.75 rom from the center line. (See illustration).
 

Cut the shoulders of the reed. Cut along the
 
diagonal lines to form the shoulders of the reed.
 
The width of the center portion of the tail is not
 
critical as long as both halves of the reed are the
 
same.
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Mark the staple insertion line. On the concave side of the reed half, mark a line 
across the reed blades 10 mm from the tail. This indicates the depth of insertion of 
the staple. 

Cement blades to staple. Apply a small 
amount of contact cement (a small O~]_
amount dries faster) to both the staple 
and the concave side of the blades up to 
the 10 mm line. Lay the staple on one ______,-;:-.~:-;:_:Jblade and adjust until the staple plus 
blade is approximately 415 mm long 
(minimum 41 ~ maximum 42 mm). Set the other blade on top, line up the ends 
and sides and hold the blades to the staple until the cement sets. (Too much 
cement, or undried cement, makes the contact "slippery" and hard to hold in place.) 
Let cement set up thoroughly before tying the blades. 

~	 Tie blades to staple. Hold staple on 
tool and wind staple and blades with .
thread. Begin approximately 8-10 mm: 
up staple, wind once and overlap twice. . ........ 
Further wraps should be close together 
and not overlap. Wrap the first 8 - 10 
turns tightly; then ease up on the 
pressure for additional wraps. "Wrap around the square - tighter on the comers and 
looser on the sides." Wrap until reaching the 15 mm line on the convex side. Then 
finish with two wide wraps to point of origin. Finish with two overhand knots pulled 
tight. Une up sides of blades and trim ends even and square. Be sure the sides of 
the blades meet and close. Sometimes a slight squeeze will close them, otherwise 
rub beeswax along the sides. (Some sources suggest lacquer or fingernail polish but 
these dry hard wil.! not let the bJ.a.de~ viQr'ate - bees wax, being softer and not setting, 
will. Weldbond (:Speclal Qli~tiC.-uftiie;lole.) also has these feature~ and can be used 
to seal the blade' eages.) 

Seal the wrapping. Seal the wrapping with some sort of quick drying, hard finish. 
Orange shellac or clear nail polish work well - others have successfully used 
Weldbond white glue or epoxy. Run the finish up onto the blades slightly to seal 
wrap to reed blade. Let dry overnight or longer. (Clean the brush of orange shellac 
in denatured alcohol.) 

I
I
I
I
I
I	 

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I


Attach the bridle. Using approximately
 
4 1/2" of copper wire, wrap twice just
 EE====~_:_ above the thread winding using a slight
 
tension. To finish, twist the ends, pull
 
slightly and twist until snug.
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~ Size staple end for insertion into chanter. Using hemp pulled through black wax, 
~ wrap staple until the correct size to fit chanter is reached. Leave the hemp end 

running perpendicular to the wrapping, heading toward the blades, so that it can 
easily be found and undone if wrap is too large. 

Scrape the reed for tone and ease of blowing. Initially scrape the blade parallel to 
the reed edges with the scraper. Second, scrape diagonally toward corners ultimately 
reaching a tight U pattern to the scraping (see figure on opening page of the article). 
The reed should sound easily with a consistent tone. 

Adjust the reed. The ease of blowing the reed can be adjusted by thinning the reed 
blades and closing the reed by loosening the bridle, or by opening the blades slightly 
by tightening the bridle and/or squeezing gently on the blade edges at-the bridle. 
Other reed adjustments may be found in Richard Butler's book A Basic Tutor for the 
Northumbrian Smallpipes on page 23. Pages 22 - 27 of this book provide a good 
discussion of reeds and their adjustments. 

TechniQues: 

Cleaning orange shellac from brush: Soak in denatured alcohol. 

Cleaning black wax from skin: Black wax can be difficult to remove from skin. Scrape off 
any large amounts with dull blade of some sort and wash off the rest with a waterless 
hand cleaner such as Goop. 

Additional sources of information: 

Richard Butler's book entitled A Basic Tutor for the Northumbrian Smallpipes. 

David Quinn's book entitled Piper's Despair (1980). 
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I Sources of materials and tools needed for yogurt cup smallpipe chanter reeds 

I Materials: 

3/16 outside diameter brass tubing: most any hobby shop carries this sort of tubing.

I 23 gauge copper wire: a good hardware store should carry this type of wire. 

I An 8 oz Yogurt cup: different yogurt cups are made from different plastics with differing 
properties, particularly as relates to scraping. Hood and Grand Union brands (at 
least those sold in New England) seem to work best; Columbo is somewhat tougher 

I to scrape; Bryers doesn't seem to work at all. Experiment with what you have 
available and see what works for you. Larger containers 16 or 32 oz can be used 
also with some experimentation.

I 
I 

Thread to wrap reed to staple: Mike uses a twisted nylon polyester. This holds shellac well 
and dries in a moderate period (best to let sit overnight). Waxed dental tape (about 
twice the t4ickness of regular dental floss (at your local pharmacy). This can be 
wrapped with teflon plumber's tape to seal. 

I 
Tools: 

I Paper cutter or sharp scissors: The need is to be able to make precise cuts and to be able 

I 
to trim small amounts off edge of plastic for reed. Mark brand scissors are very 
sharp and precise; european Fiskar scissors are good - the american made ones are 
not of as high quality. 

I Scraper for blades: A straight bladed knife with a burr, or slight lip, produced with a 
grinding stone. A satisfactory scraper can be made from an old paring knife with the 
blade ground straight or a utility knife. 

I Oval mandrel: An oval mandrel works best to shape end of staple (available from jewelry 
suppliers) but with care a pair of needle nose pliers can do the job.

l Tool for holding reed while working: Make from a 16D (common) nail, head cut off, 
diameter filed to fit inside tubing, and end portion filed oval to fit inside upper

l portion of staple. 

I
 
l
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Makin Brass Small i e Drone Reeds 

From a workshop session with Mike McHargl 

15 March 1991 

Materials needed: 

~ 3/16 outside diameter brass tubing. 
produce a somewhat quieter reed.) 

(5/32 OD can also be used and will 

small piece of approximately 1/32" brass stock for end piece. 

material for tongue of reed; either 3/1000 brass shim stodc or plastic from 
yogurt cup top. 

~ hemp for wrapping. 

~ black wax for weighting reed tongue and waxing hemp. 

Tools needed: 

~ Grinding wheel or file for shaping the tubing for the reed body. 

~ Tube cutter (a fine toothed hobby saw can also be used but tube cutter 
provides better cut).
 

Reamer (or small round file )to remove burrs from inside tubing. 1/8 - 3/8"
 
works well. 

~ Small flat file for removing burrs from outside of cut tubing. 

~ Emery cloth. Aluminum oxide in grades 120, 240, and 400. 

~ Small soldering iron or torch and 95 - 5 tin solder. 

~ Burnisher to smooth brass tongue to lay of body. (The smooth tail end of a 
drill or section of drill rod will do also.) 

IMike McHarg, c/o The Wee Piper, RFD #2, Route 14 Box 286, 
South Royalton, VT (USA) 05068 
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Instructions: 

Cut and shape tubing for body of reed. For 
tenor reeds, cut tubing to 30 mm length. For 
both bass and baritone reeds, cut to 35 mm. c:: : J 
The key intended for the reed does not affect 
the body length; tuning is done by adjusting the tongue. Grind or file away a section 
of the tubing of about 2/3 its length tapering from full diameter to about 1/2 half 
diameter. If grinding on a wheel, use a nail or dowel to hold the tubing as it gets 
very hot to handle. Smooth ground/filed edge with emery cloth; initially with 120 
aluminum oxide, finish with 240 although you could go finer. Use the reamer to 
remove any burrs from inside the tubing at the ends or the ground portion (it is 
particularly important to remove any burrs from the inside of the tube in the area 
of the lay of the reed body. 

Put end on reed body. Add an endpiece to the
 
tapered end of the tubing. Cut a piece of 1/32
 

LAY OF REED)or thicker stock to approximate size and solder 
on. Grind or file to fit smoothly. Lay of reed 
along tubing and endpiece must be completely flat. 

Cut and attach tongue. An all brass reed can 
be made using a piece of 3/1000 thick brass 
shim stock, or a composite (brass and plastic) 

,I"""1\'\ 1 II 1'
(1,1\reed can be made using a tongue made from 

-the top of a yogurt cup. In either case, cut the 
tongue to a length of approximately 2/3 the 
length of the body of the reed and to a width 
equal to the width of the lay. Attach the 
tongue by wrapping from the point where the tongue joins the body about 2/3 of the 
way to the end of the tongue and. back using hemp rubbed with black wax. Leave 
the tip of the wrapping on a bias so it can be located easily later if necessary. 

Adjust tongue. Cut the corners of the tongue at a slight diagonal. Burnish the 
tongue in order to flatten it to the lay. Provide a slight curl to the end with a gentle 
flick of the finger. From an end view, the tongue and lay should be parallel and 
slightly separated. Add a small blob of black wax to the end of the tongue, carefully 
melting and spreading it with a match. 
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Size reed end for insertion into drone stock. 
111;11!::i'1II1;\\\~:;'II\\\~\1~)):I\\':liI\\111111",II\'\ I::Wrap the end of the reed body with black . 

waxed hemp to fit the bore of the drone. 
" 

Text and Illustrations: Steve Bliven 
June 1991 
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Available For All Occasions 

20 Pepperidge Trail 
Old Saybrook, CT 06475 
(203) 388-6333 

David and Hamish Moore 
Maken of The Caald Willd Pipes 

Upper Roshven TighnaPiob 
3A Marine Parade 36 North Street 
North Berwick StAndrews 
East Lothian Fife 

Tel: 06202336 Tel: 0334 72751 

PIPERS' SUPPLY COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 196, TITUSVILLE, NJ 08560 

JAMES R. COLDREN 
PRESIDENT 609-737'9255 

MEMBERS AND FRIENDS 

IRISH ~PES MrSICAL SER VICES 

HAMMERED DrLCIMERS 

B.C. CHILDRESS 

PO Box 231 
TEL. fSQl> 297-2207 GARDNER, ~IA 01440 

~lyOttltts ~. QIlyiIbs 
26 Emerson Avenue 
West Bridgewater, MA 02379 
(508) 588-6313 

~iBlylttttb 'iper
~v:wable for all occasions 

(30I) 270-0222 (301)270-9090 

)JOUSt of fl1tlIitul mrabitinus 
LI::SSONS. CONCI::RTS, IMPORTS, SALI::S. RI::PAIRS
 

DULCIMI::RS, GUITARS AND EARLY EUROPI::AN
 
AND OR1~NTAI. INSTRUMENTS
 

HOURS, TUI::S -SAT 12-7. SUN 12-5
 

7040 CARROLL AVI:: 
DAVID E. EISNE=R TAKOMA PK.. MD 20912 

"MacGREGOR'S" 
HIGHLAND STORE 

Bagpipe Makers
 
SpecialiZing In Small Pipes
 

Scottish Goods
 

8 Balmoral View 
Blairgowrie, Scotland PH107BB Tel.: 011-44-250-5853 

bagpiper'LaRk ln The mORning NEALE REDMOND 
3O!::~!7~f90

PO Bo)C 1176 • ~~~~
mendocino, CalifORnia 95IJ.60 '-- . 
(707) 9611-5569 • Fa)C (707) 9611-1979 . • ~ 
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PROFILE OF A PIPER AND PIPE COLLECTOR
 

ALAN JONES is a specialist player of (and lecturer on) various forms of· the more 
unusual types of bellows blown bagpipes. 

Originally from the town of Monmouth, in Wales, he emigrated to North AmerIca in 
1979. 

Although having played and studied other forms of music and instruments, it is from 
exposure to traditional celtic music over the last twenty years or so that he finds his greatest 
love and interest; performing mainly Northumbrian, Breton, Welsh, Scottish and lrishmusic 
on numerous varieties of bagpipe - including: Northumbrian Small and _Half Long pipes, 
various forms of Scottish Lowland pipes, Breton Veuze and BiniouKoz, Bechonnet, 
Cornemuse and the Irish Uilleann pipes etc. -

Through his performances, articles and lectures, Alan has become recognized as an 
expert in the field of bagpipes; possessing an extensive, in depth and detailed knowledge of 
both the history and the repertoire of the instruments. 

He also possesses a very large collection of differing types of pipes, including (as well as 
those instruments thus mentioned), the Pastoral pipes (of the borders), the Gaita, Swedish 
Sakpipa, Flemish pipes and English smallpipes etc, etc, and the collection is deemed to be 
one of the largest private collections of bagpipes anywhere - currently now numbering 
around 70 different sets. 

He has made numerous journeys to meet and learn from the best of pipers, including 
Richard Butler and Joe Hutton in Northumberland, Joe McKenna and Liam O'Flynn from 
Ireland, Jim Dobbie and Alex MacNeill in Canada, Gordon Mooney from Scotland, Gerry 
O'Sullivan and Denis Brooks in the U.S.A. and Jean Baron and Patric Molard in Brittany, 
worked actively as a member of the Canadian Celtic Congress, consecutively won three 
times the International class of the Northumbrian Pipers' Society competitions, given 
exhibitions with his unique collection of bagpipes and organized a number of highly successful 
North American Northumbrian Pipers' Conventions. 

Typical recent performance/lecture venues have been the Mariposa Festival, Ontario, 
the Lunenberg Folk Festival, Nova Scotia, the Old Sod Folk Music Concert Series, Ottawa, 
the Toronto Folk Music Series, the Boston Folk Song Society Concert Series, the Robin 
Bletcher MemOrial Folk Music Concert Series, Lexington, Mass.; the Woods Hole Folk Music 
Society, Cape Cod, Ottawa and McGill - Montreal Universities, the Buffalo Gap Folk Dance 
Camp in West Virginia, the Port Townsend Folk Camp in Washington State, the Quebec 
City Summer Festival, the Vermont and New Hampshire Highland Games, the Scottish 
Heritage Festival Ottawa, Ontario, the "Pipes in the Park" Convention, Providence, Rhode 
Island, the Eisteddfod Traditional Music Festival, Southern Massachusettes University, 
numerous broadcasts, including National CBC Radio - Basic Black, National CBC - the 
Vickie Gabereau Show, CBC -Radio Noon, CBC RadiO - The Quebec Eye~ Opener, CBC 
Radio - Good Morning Quebec, CBC Radio -Musique en Memoire, WUMB Radio, Boston, 
Brandeise University RadiO, Massachusettes, the Montreal Irish Show, CFCF T.V. and 
RadiO, eBC. T.V. broadcasts, Music Plus T.V., T.V. Ontario, B.B.C. National T.V. 
-Omnibus Series, B.B.e. Wales T.V. and Vermont Public Radio -'Interlude' Programme etc. 
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etc. 
Alan has been featured on a number of recordings and is currently working on a solo 

album for Athole Brose Records of Massachusettes. 
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Alan Jones playing his Border Pipe
 
on the lawn of Shore Acres Motel
 

on North Hero Isle, Vermont.
 

For more information and bookings, contact:
 

Alan Jones
 
P.O. Box 130
 

Rouses Point, New York
 
12979
 

514-674-8772 
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ruNES 

We present 15 tunes arranged for Lowland pipes and the Scottish smallpipes and 5 tunes arranged 
for the Pastoral pipes. Following are notes such as we have them regarding the tunes. 

NOTES TO TUNES fOR LOWLAND PIPES AND SCQTIISH SMALLPIPES 

1. NOBLE SQUIRE DACRE: Qne of the old calling tunes of Northumbertand, this setting was adapted for 
Scottish smallpipes from the Northumbrian smallpipe setting found in NPI1hufnbrian Minstrelsy by John 
Stokoe, Society of AniQuaries, Newcastle upon Tyne, 1882. 

2. THE LADS OF ALNWICK: This tune and the next also appear in North"",*," .,msvelsy and are played 
together as a set on the wonderful album Cut and Dry Dolly, by Anthony "'~Robb,Colin Ross, and 
Jim Hall (Topic Records, 1976). The flat seventh of the Scottish pipes ~~.. tunes' feel a little, but 
they fly equally well on the Scottish smallpipes and the Northumbrian smaHpipIjI. .,..point of geographical 
note, Alnwick (pronounced Ann-ick) lies halfway between Berwick-upon-Twwd._Newcastle upon Tyne 
and its castle is the seat of the Duke of Northumberland. 

3. THE SUNDERLAND LASSES: see above note. Sunderland lies a few milea ....,.1IIong the coast from 
Tynemouth. 

. .. ". 

4. BACCA PIPES JIG: One of the oldest known Morris dance tunes and the PI....., of -Greensleeves". 
This setting was adapted for pipes from the version preserved by Cecil Sharp in nw Mcla" Book (Vol. 2, p. 
36-37, 1919) and was used for the Morris dance by the Headington Side through century and into 
the 20th. The tune was given new life by John Kirkpatrick, Richard Them , and friends as 
"Greensleeves- on the 1972 release of Morris Qn, Island Records. 

5. LONDON PRIDE: Another Morris dance tune noted by Cecil Sharp, this time 1he Longborough 
(Gloucestershire) tradition. The tune may be heard on the 1976 release of - Battle of Field- by the Albion 
Country Band, Antilles Records. Both this record and the Morris Qn record have been subsequently re
released by Carthage Records. 

6. MORRIS MINOR: a recent composition (1989) by Brian McCandless, this tune goes ..... a duet on the 
melodeon (GtD) and Scottish smallpipes in '0'. The tune is Quirkily named in honour of one of England's 
Quirky automobiles and one of Brian's old school pals. Back in 1974, when Brian was. sophomore in high 
school, his friend David Leathrum bought an old Morris and wound up driving he and a few buddies to and 
from school on a several occasions. During one of these journeys, one of the guys complained that David 
never dropped him off close enough to his home. So, after school, as they approached this guy's 
neighborhood, David steered the car right over the curb and onto the immaculate lawn of this guy's p~rents' 

house - right up to the front staircase! David just turned to the guy and said, "close enough for ya?" That 
guy never rode in the Morris again. 

7. MAIRI BHAN OG (MARY YOUNG AND FAIR): This seductive tune comes from the 'Piano Forte' collection 
by Captain Simon Fraser, entitled The Airs and Melodies Peculiar to the Highlands of Scotland and The Isles, 
originally published in 1816. Of the song, Mr. Fraser had the following few notes to give: -Mary, Young and 
Fair, has had words given to it by Duncan M'lntyre, a Breadalbane man, who published a volume of Gaelic 
songs; the air was previously known, as sung by the gentleman alluded to in the Prospectus [written by his 
father]. 

8. BONNY BARBARA ALLAN: Judging by the words to this song, which appeared in James Johnson's ~ 

Musical Museum (1853 edition), this is a lamentful ballad, in the style of "Bruton Town-, "Twa Corbies", 
"Poor Murdered Woman-, "Two Sisters", and "Maria Marten". Keep this in mind as you find the 'appropriate' 
tempo. 

9. WHEN I GAED TO THE MILL: A tune from William Thomson's Orpheus Caledonius (1733) that fits well 
on the Lowland pipe. 
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10. KEEP THE COUNTRY, BONNIE LASSIE: This reel, while not listed as a pipe tune in Keith Norman 
MacDonald's The Skye Collection for Violin and Piano (1887), it plays very nicely on the Lowland and 
Highland pipes. Itjs quite likely that a standard Highland pipe setting has been published for this tune, under 
a different name. 

11. ABERARDER RANT: Also from The Skye Collection, this tune is listed as a 'pipe tune'. Aberarder is 
located just south of Loch Ness, twenty-odd miles from Inverness along the B851, past Daviot, Farr, and 
Croachy. Its name is a puzzle to the Editor, for 'aber' is a Welsh (Brythonic) prefix meaning 'river mouth', 
and the dominant languages of this region have been Pictish and (later) Goidelic. Before the Picts, according 
to Alexander Thom (1966) and Aubrey Burl (1976), the neolithic builders of this region oriented their oval 
stone circles to risings of Venus and the moon. Did our megalithic forbears dance to some version of the 
Aberarder Rant in the company of the Goddess of Love? Think on all this as you play it! 

12. FY GAR RUB HER O'ER WITH STRAW: a simple tune with many variations in the style of Jacky Latin, 
found in the 1765 edition of Robert Bremner's Harpsichord or Spinet Miscellany. The entire setting falls 
within 1 octave and 1 note, making it easily adaptable for the Lowland pipes. This setting was perhaps 
published in the tune's heyday, for it appeared with words in Orpheus Caledonius (1733) and in the ~ 

Musical Museum (1853). The sentiments expressed in the first stanza of the song may well account for the 
popularity of the tune: 

Gin ye meet a bonny Lassie,
 
Gi'e her a kiss and let her gae;
 
But if ye meet a dirty hussie,
 

Fy gar rub her o'er with Strae.
 

13. P.M. G.F. RITCHIE'S FAVORITE: A rolling jig by lain MacHarg, named after his Highland pipe teacher, 
George F. Ritchie. Beware of the rhythmic turnaround in the fourth part. 

14. THE HERD IN THE GLEN: Mike MacNintch sent this in. He writes, ·this is the version closest to what 
Gordon Mooney played for us at the 1990 Northumbrian Pipers' Convention in North Hero, Vermont. Gordon 
said that this was a good example of a 3/4 Scots hornpipe. It goes quite well with ·Wee Totum Fogg" [a.k.a. 
Rusty Gully and Wee Willie Gray]. Versions of this tune can be found in Donald MacDonald's Collection 
(1880), David Glen's Collection (1911), and Grey and Seton's Tutor (1922). Thanks to James Coldren for 
the sources." 

15. THE DRUNKEN DRUMMER: A Northumbrian pipe jig adapted for Scottish smallpipes. 

NOTES TO TUNES FOR THE PASTORAL PIPES 

16. THE WAWKING OF THE FAULDS: This beautiful air comes from Orpheus Caledonius (1733) where it 
appears arranged for the German flute. The name refers to the softening of wool fabric by physically 
pounding the wool in a chemical/manual process called 'waulking the wool'. . 

17. FIFE AND ALL THE LAND ABOUT IT: An eighteenth century political song with an air to kill for, published 
in The Scots Musical Museum (1853). The tune may be heard on Sting in the Tail by "B and the Drones" 
Border Keep Records # 008, 1983 (Gordon and Barbara Mooney, Mike Ward, Graham Dixon, Alastair 
Marshall, Philip Wenham, and Kate Dixon). 

18. THE SHEFFIELD HORNPIPE: Picked up from an American fiddler, Dick Wilson. The tune also appears in 
several beginners' books on tin whistle playing. 

19. THE KIRKGATE HORNPIPE: An English hornpipe played on the Melodeon by Pete Coe for a 1989 dance 
concert in Newark, Delaware. The tune was used in a dance set by Pete's dance group, Redshift, which 
featured the Northumbrian piping of Dave Shaw. 

A 
20. GWYR DYFRAINT (FANNY GLEN): A wonderful Welsh reel taught to Brian by Sian Frick, director of the 
Welsh Tract Dancers. 
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NORE SQUIRE DACRE 

THE LADS OF AlNWICK 

THE SUNDERLAND LASSES 
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BACCA PIPES JIG 

MORRIS MINOR by Brian McCandless 
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MAIRI BHAN OG 

BONNY BARBARA ALLAN 
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WHEN I GAED TO THE MILL 
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PM G. F. RITCHIE'S FAVORITE by lain MacHarg 
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THE HERD IN THE GLEN 

THE DRUNKEN DRUMMER 
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THE WAWKING OF THE FAULDS 

FIFE AND ALL THE LAND ABOUT IT 
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 Alain LeRoux and Mike MacNintch - print by W. Richmond Johnston, 1991.
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THE SEVENTH NORTH AMERICAN
 
I
 

I
 

I
 

PIPERS' CONVENTION I 
All Pipers Welcome I 

THE WEEKEND OF The North Hero 
24th, 25th, 26th Village Hall, 
OF AUGUST 1991	 North Hero, 

Lakc Chan1plain Islands, 
Vcnnont, U.S.A. 

For further information contact: IALAN JONES 
P.O. Box 130, Rouses Point, 
New York, 12979, U.S.A. I 
For 1991 only· 
Telephone: S14-674-R 772 I 
FEATURING:
 
I) Tuition throughout the weekend on Northumbrian Smnllpipes given by PAULINE CATO, LANCE ROBSON, CORDON
 IMOONEY &. RAY SLOAN. 
2) Musette de cour piping traditions &. history with JEAN CHRISTOPHE MAILLARD. 
.1) Lowland, Burder &. I'astorill pipe workshops with GORDON MOONEY, President of the Lowland &. Border Pipers' Society &. 

SAM GRIER, historian, collector &. piper. I 
4) UiIleann piping with JERRY O'SULLlVAN &. PADDY KEENAN.
 
51 Whistle &. Flute workshops with DANIEL ROY, PAT O'RIORDAN, STEVE MACLAIN &. BILL THOMAS.
 
6) Traditional folk dance featuring the dances &. music of:
 
al French Canada, with SYLVAIN RONDEAU, nccordion, MARTIN HENRI, fiddle; MICHEL FAUBERT, vocals &. fiddle j
 I 

LUC LAROCHE, eal!l:r &. c\oAAer. 
hI Northumberland, with PAULINE CATO Northumbrian pipes, RALPH THOMPSON fiddle, BEN STEIN caller, &. friends. 
c) Brittany, with YANN PLUNIER &. PIERRICK PORRONO dancers, JEAN CHRISTOPHE MAILLARD Bomharde, IBRIAN MACCANDLESS Veuze, MIKE MACNINTCH Veuze, ALAN JONES I\miou Koz, MICHEL BORDELEAU Hurdy Curdy, 

YUSUf EMET accordion &. JESSICA EMET fiddle. 
7) Breton pipe workshop with YANN PLUNIER, JEAN CHRISTOPHE MAILLARD, BRIAN MACCANDLESS, MIKE MACNINTCH, I 

ALAN JONES. 
iiI Highland pipe workshop with JIM DOBBIE, MIKE MACNINTCH, TOM CHILDS &. IAN MACHARC. 
lJ) Traditionalliddle workshop with RALPH THOMPSON &. STEVE JONES. 
Ill) Polish pipes workshop with RIK PALlEltl.
 
11) Workshops &. piping supplies with pipe milkers MICHEAL MACHARG, RAY SLOAN, &. BRUCE CHILDRESS. Reedmaking
 I 

workshops with BRUCE CHILDRESS, RICHARD SHUTTLEWORTH, SAM CRIER, BENEDlCT KOEHLER &. others. 
12) Crand piping concert featuring many dllferent types of hagpipes &. piping person,a1ities, including THE NORTH HERO MASSED I 

SMALLPIPERS, PAULINE CATD, RAY SLOAN, LANCE ROBSON, GORDON MOONEY, SAM CRIER, JERRY O'SULLIVAN, 
PADDY KEENAN, JEAN CHRISTOPHE MAILLARD, JIM DOBBIE &. others. 

).11 Numerous informal get IOgethers &. sessions. 
141 :; L'clmlings, hook &. instrument sales ... &. much much more! 
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J CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

I 
JULIAN 

GOODACQE 

bagpipe mal:=r 

8COTTI8H 8MALLPIPE 
LOWLAND PIPEI 
LEICE"TER8lfIQr; 8MALL PIPE 
ENGLI8ti DOUBLE PIPE'I

I ENGLI6ti CREAT PIPE
I I WEL6tf BAGPIPE- I 

ITALIAN Mti8AI , 
I

COQNI&Ii BAGPIPE 

I
 
JULIAN'I

I I GOODACRE 
~
 

4 Elcho Street 
Peebles EH45 8LQ 
Scotland UK. 
0721 22539 ~ 

-
4 Elcho Street JULIi\N 
Peebles EH45 SLQ

1 1 iGOODi\CQE Scotland' UK. 
0721 22539 ~ 

I~'i; 

) 

. i 

,: 'e i I 
.~ Jio..'PIPING PQINT6 

SIX'rE::S HISTORICAL REPRODUCTIOXS or PIPE~S F!lOM DIFF'EREt:T EUROPEAN 
CO!lN~R.ES RANGING FROK KEDI£V>.L A~D RENAISS>.NCE UP TO EARLY 19th 
CEN1'tJRY LOWLAND A~O HICHLA~D PIPERS. TH!:S:: PRINTS ARt PUBLISHED 8Y 
HYSELf AND ARE FINELY PRINTED ON CARD. THEY ARE IDEAL FOR FRAHING. 

:r 1A A eoll.etion o! is d1ttere:"1t pictures of aed.ieVill pipes ant.: pipers. ;:::::::::) 

II 'ftl8 Killer fran C'hauce:-'. ~nte:"bury Tales (Ellesaere HanU5c:"ip~. 

C An Irish piper and .Ol~ietli. l~'_ (John Drtrcicke). 

D Der J);.adel••c~teiter by DUrer. 1514. A very tlelutitul. dlttailed 
pnnt. 

E Dancing c:ouple with pipes and capped sha..·c,- 15-46 (Elosch). 

F Very tine print of piper .nd bUdder pipe player. 

C Musicians Aabulants: Amu.sing print ot 15th century street IllUsiciins 
with piper. 

H carotesque print ot the devil pUying Martin Luther's hea" u • 
~ipe. 

1	 A t1M print ot an English piper phying rather curious pipes. 

J	 Six different p1et.ures ot %.&Iapcqnb and other pipers. 

•	 DrlJ' priDt DC Hi;l\land pi;.r (HcAuthur. Piper to Ranald KcDonald
 
bill. ac St.af!a).
 

L "cadcatun Ilr J .... Kay DC El!l.!ltJurgh lncluelng a piper. c1815.
 

K "pl_ plarer. Ilis lan and dog (po••i~ly by Wilkie).
 

If n- _1 lIet. prlrat. of GeOrdie su.. Borc!er Piper (1785).
 

o	 -nw Ja;pl,.r" Ilr Sir D. Willde•••1.. A be.utiCul print vith groat
 
det,ail OC' border pi... ~
 

P	 A Cine pdnt DC an ~he SCot:111ll highlancl piper. 19th
 
century.
 

Inc!ividual prints
 
Set ot 16 prints
 
P 6 P <USA) 

Ll.oo 
£12.00 
£2.00 

Telephone (0206) 47830 
'" 

NA PIOBAIRI UILLEANN, the Society of Uilleann or Irish pipers, 

Details from: Vat Woollard, I 
72 Manor Road, Colchester, Essex, England. C033LV.! 

, 

was founded in 1968. It's aims are to promote the playing of the uilleann "
pipes and to create and encourage among the public an interest in piping. 

Na Pfobairf Uilleann, 15 Henrietta Street, Dublin 1, Ireland. Telephone: Dublin 730093. 

~.B. flrment IIUst be in Sterling - cash, Internation.l banker's or lIOnel' order. 

I ----------1 Country Dance and Song Society
17 New South Street 
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060 
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MEMBERSHIP LIST 

Following is a complete list of Members of the North American Association of Lowland and Border 
Pipers. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Richard Allen 
785 Beaver Street 
Waltham. Musachusetts 
02154 

Bradley M. Angus 
4902 Farming Ridge Blvd. 
Jacksonwald. Pennsylvania 
19606 

Jefferson H. Ballard 
1050 College Avenue 
Rockhill. South Carolina 
29730 

David S. Bardenstein 
1492 Sixth Avenue 
San Francisco. California 
94122 

Steve Bliven 
117 Rock 0 Dundee Road 
South Dartmouth. Connecticut 
02748-1407 

Ken Bloom 
Route 3. Box 568 
Pilot Mountain. N. Carolina 
27041 

Sean Breheney 
3656 Kennedy Blvd #45 
Jersey City. New Jersey 
07307 

Joe Brophy 
33 Rushleigh Road 
West Harford. Connecticut 
06117 

Matthew Buckley 
P.O. Box 646 
Main Street 
Richmond. Vermont 05477 

Rodger Buffington 
Route 2. Box 224 
Halfway. Missouri 65663 

Casey Burns 
8012 12th Ave. NW 
Seattle. Washington 98117 

Ed Casey 
189 Massasoi Street 
Springfield. Massachusetts 
01107 

Tom Childs 
26 Emerson Avenue 
West Bridgewater. Massachusetts 
02379 

Jay T. Cloee 
P.O. Box 1239 
Williamsburg. Virginia 23181 

James Coldren 
P.O. Box 196 
Titusville. New Jersey 

Country Dance and Song Society 
17 New South Street 
Northampton. Massachusetts 
01060 

Linda Currie 
95 Mary Lane 
#302 
Glen Burnie. Maryland 21061 

Duane Dickson 
770 East Exchange Street 
Akron. Ohio 44306 

Mike Dow 
R.R. 1. Box 41 
York. Maine 03909 

Tim Flood 
6694 Akron Avenue 
Canal Fulton. Ohio 
44614 

Se'n Folsom 
85 Quien Sabe 
Carmer Valley. California 
93924 

Wayne Garwaite 
389 College Avenue 
Orono. Maine 04473 

Bill Gority 
1901 Grant Avenue 
Altoona. Pennsylvania 
16602 

Sam Grier 
5 Evelyn Avenue 
Greenville. South Carolina 
29607 

Richard Grimaldi 
1786 Union Street 
Schenectady. New York 
12309 

Denny Hall 
6027 Rosedale Street 
Gig Harbor. Washington 
98335 

Michael Hancock 
5 Heath Road 
Kennebunk. Maine 04043 

Robert Hanold 
33 Hancock Street 
Plainville. Mas88chusetts 02762 

Henry C. Hicks. M.D.
 
300 South Arlington
 
Reno. Nevada 89501
 

Michael Hurley
 
2829 Astoria Place
 
Cincinnati. Ohio 45208
 

K. Van Jackman
 
40 Westwood Drive
 
East Rochester. New York
 

Jo Johnston
 
Box 824 Rt. 8
 
Abingdon. Virginia 24210
 

W. Richmond Johnston
 
Box 208 B Stony Kill Road
 
Accord. New York 12404
 

David V. Kennedy
 
349 37th Street
 
Sacramento, e.utornia 85818
 

Anne and ..... KlInt
 
2839 a.n-t Awnue
 
CincinMti, Ohio 46237
 

L8tin .........
 
P.O. loa 1178
 
Mendocino, Celifornia 95460
 

Devid Unigan 
1217 N. Dawes Street 
Kennewick, Washington 99336 

Karen Liebler 
2A Brookside Drive 
Clinton. Connecticut 
06413 

Michael Wescott Loder 
340 Maple Blvdl Deer Lake 
Orwigsburg. Pennsylvania 
17961 

Michael MacHarg 
RFD 2. Route 14, Box 286 
South Royalton. Vermont 
05068 

Laura Anne MacKenzie 
3308 Longfellow Avenue South 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55407 

Neil MacMillan 
1731 Beacon Street #517 
Brookline. Massachusetts 
02146 

Mike MacNintch
 
20 Pepperidge Trail
 
Old Saybrook, Connecticut
 
06475
 

Brian and Michele Mccandlesl 
769 Arbour Drive 
Arbour Park 
Newark. Delaware 1971 1 

Bert Mitchell
 
8507 Wetherly Drive
 
Richmond. Virginia 23229
 

Jim Moir
 
425 Ridgecrest Avenue
 
White Rock. New Mexico
 
87544
 

Rev. Charles E. Morley
 
"The Rectory"
 
6 Derby Lane
 
Fairhope. Alabama 36532
 

Gordon Peters 
221 Lancaster Street 
Albany, New York 
12210 

Glenn Pryor
 
30 Phillips Road
 
Canterbury, Connecticut
 
06331
 

Bill Reeder 
823 Huestis Avenue 
Fort Wayne. Indiana 46807 

Andrew Rosen 
clo Rosedale Memorial Park 
P.O. Box 23 
Oakford, Pennsylvania 19047 

E. Kenton Smith 
2151 Sunnyknoll 
Berkley, Michigan 48072 

Keir Todd 
P.O. Box 69039 
Pleasant Ridge. Michigan 
48069 

Ellen Turley 
120 Britannia Street 
Meriden. Connecticut 06450 

United States Piping FoundatJ 
2614 Darby Drive 
Wilmington. Delaware 

Francis Wallace 
2212 Cloville Avenue 
Baltimore. Maryland 21214 
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CANADAI Patrick J. Whalan 
P.O. Box 3968
 
Old State House Station
 Bernard Adams
 

Hartford, Connecticut
 2023·35 Street S.W.
 

06103-0968
I Calgary, Alberta 
CANADA 

Alan Wilson
 
5509 Greanboro S.E.
 Ralph Cook 

I Kantwood, Michigan 49508 93 Rolph Street
 
Tillonsburg
 
Ontario
 

13200 Woodland Trail
 
Joseph M. Wright 

N4G 3Y2 CANADA 

I Fenton, Michigan 48430
 
Frank Edgley
 
2346 Meldrum RoadJeff Yearyean 

I 
Windsor, Ontario 

Logan, Utah 84321 
368 East 300 North 

N8W4E4 CANADA 

I 
M.g_t .... 
48, Good Crescent 
AedD..r Alberta 
T4P 3N6 CANADA 

Alan Jones 
P.O. Box 130 
Rouses Point, New York 12979 

TIE LOWLAND 8 B0l\.DEI\.. 
PIPEl\?' SOCIETY 

• 'l'IIB LOWLOD DD BOBIBJi PIPJDIS' SOOD'lf enata to pramote intereat in 
the Lowland or llorder bagpipes and the Scottish small pipea, th%ough per
fOIm8llCe, publication, broadcasting, recorda, exhibitions etc. As well as 
encruraeing the pl~ of these neglacted pipes, the societ;y encourfl8es 
their manufacture and the study of their music and lore. '!'boae interested 
in joining (memberehip includes two free iasues of 'Coamon Stock' per 
ammm) should complete this fO:ml and return it, with cheque made out to 
"Lowland and llorder P1pere' Societ;y, to the Secre1;e;ry, Jean Campbell,
95 Avenue Park Street, Glasgow, G20 8LL. 

UNITED KINGDOM and EUROPE 

John Addison 
The Poplars, Ings Lane 
South Somercotes, Louth 
Lincolnshire LN 11 7DA England 

The Bagpipe Society 
D.J. Van Doorn
 
49 Osborne Road
 
Hornchurch, Essex England
 

Julian Goodacre
 
4 Elcho Street
 
Peebles EH45 8LQ Scotland
 

Derrick Hale
 
12 Gayton Avenue
 
Littleover
 
Derby DE3 7GA England
 

Heriot and Allan 
28 Fairfield Green 
We.t Monkseaton 
Whitley Bay NE25 9SD England 

Lowland and Border Pipers Society 
clo Jean Campbell 
95 Avenue Park Street 
Glasgow G20 8LL Scotland 

lain MacDonald
 
11 Crofthead Cottages
 
Neilaton
 
Glasgow G78 3NB Scotland
 

Jean Luc Matte 
4 Place Bompard 
57160 Chatel-St-Germain France 

Gordon Mooney
 
'Dalebank'
 
Tweedside Road
 
Newtown St. Boswells
 
Melrose TD6 OPG Scotland
 

Na Piobairi Uillean 
clo Liam McNulty 
15 Henrietta Street 
Dublin 1, Ireland 

Jean-Pierre Rasle 
171 High Street, Stony Stratford 
Milton Keynes, Bucks. 
MK11 1AP England 

Anthony Robb 
1, The Summit 
Alnwick Moor 
Northumberland 
NE66 2AU England 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An Invitation to participate in the 

NORTH AMERICAN
 
ASSOCIATION OF WWLAND
 

AND BORDER PIPERS
 

The North American Association of Lowland and Border Pipen (NAALBP) was organized in late 1989 to foster 
interest in Scottish Lowland and Border pipes. For the most part, these. are the bellows blown or "cauld wind 
pipes". The association exists to network together players and enthusiasts who Jive in North America. The 
association publishes a bi-annual Journal and an annual membership .. to facilitate the exchange of music, 
information, and experiences. Among the long-tenn goals of the organization are hosting an annual meeting, 
producing a cassette or North American players, and publishing a tunebook. 

You are invited to participate in the NAALBP by returning the member ship fonn and yearly dues. Membership 
in the NAALBP is open to all persons who are interested in the bagpipes of lowland Scotland and of the border 
regions encompassing northern England and Northumbria. The NAALBP welcomes your participation and invites 
you to submit articles, music, photographs, or other information you have written or collected. 

Please send inquiries and Membership form
 
with check for $15.00 payable to Brian E. McCandless
 

NAALBP
 
Brian E. McCandless
 
243 West Main Street
 

Elkton, MD 21921
 

CluJinnan: Alan Jones Coordinator: Brian McCandless Advisor: Mike MacNintch 

(cut on dotted line) 

NORTH AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF WWLAND AND BORDER PIPERS 

MEMBERSHIP FORM DATE: _ 

NAME: _ 
ADDRESS: _ 

PHONE: ~(-.L) _ OTHER PHONE: .....( _.....l.) _ 
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Send in your notes, articles, photographa. _1IIIIj1ll 
NAALBP, clo Brian E. McCandless, 243 West 

The N.A.A.L.B.P. welcomes reciprocal interaction .. __lid organizations. 

EplTORIAL INFORMATION 

The JOURNAL of the North American Association of Lowland and Border Pipers (N.A.A.L.B.P.) is 
published by Brian and Michele McCandless for the N.A.A.L.B.P. to provide information and music 
pertaining to the bellows blown pipes of Scotland, Northumberland, and various bits of England to its 
members. We would like to thank Mike MacNintch, Sam Grier and Alan Jones for their valuable 
guidance. Thanks also to John Addison, Julian Goodacre, W. Richmond Johnston, Mike MacHarg, 
Steve Bliven, and all the contributors! Brian would personally like to thank Michele for her patience 
and Sam Grier for his perseverance and inspirationI 

Additional copies of the JOURNAL may be purchased from the Editor for $8.00 U.S., which includes 
postage. 

The JOURNAL of the N.A.A.L.B.P. welcomes all contributions pertaining to the bellows blown pipes 
of Scotland. The Editor has occasionally inHrted comments of clarification within the text of some 
Quotations and articles; these are ~tw1he use of square brackets thus: [J. We have made 
every effort to create an accurate and ......-, til .... pUblication, however, errors and inaccuracies 
do occur. If you have identified a de~._"""" to contact the Editor. 

_.. ".;. 

to phone: 302-398-6594. 

e 1991 N.A.A.L.B.P. 



NEXT ISSUE 

- Lowland Bagpipe Terminology from Ray Sloan
 

- The Many Settings of Maggie Lauder
 

- 18th Century Long Pipes by Denis Brookl
 

- Welsh Dance Music adapted for the LMlIIII 

. A Gallery of Sccmil" . 




